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Abstract

In this report a design is presented for a CMOS implementation of an analogue programmable
Cellular Neural Network (CNN). The main properties of these networks are that the cells (or
neurons) are placed on a grid, are locally connected and contain some sort of degrading memory.
Due to this structure these networks are particularly suitable for tasks such as image-processing
and pattern-recognition.

Based on the original idea of Chua and Yang a Full-Range implementation (see [2]) of a
Linear-Cloning-Template CNN on a square grid has been made. An important new feature of
this design is the use of 2-quadrant multipliers and positive valued inputs and outputs for the
implementation of the variable template-elements. The 2-quadrant multiplications are imple
mented using two-transistor multipliers, consisting of two MOS transistors in linear mode. As
a result, the total implementation area will be reduced significantly.

Another aspect of this design is the direct relation between input and output of a cell,
resulting in template-elements merely depending on the ratio of voltages. This direct relation is
achieved by making use of a feedback configuration, in which the inputs are compensated using
an identical, but revesely connected multiplier.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For many years now, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been the subject of study in search
of solutions to problems, which seem hard to tackle with the more 'common' methods, e.g. the
von Neumann computer. These problems, such as pattern recognition and image processing,
require a high degree of information processing and robustness, both of which can be provided
by using the parallel structures of neural networks.

An artificial neural network consists of a collection of cells which are densely interconnected
in a certain topology, often reminiscent of biological neural nets, e.g. the multi-layer perceptron.
These so-called cells are simple computational elements, the outputs of which are determined
by a, in general non-linear, weighting function of the inputs. Usually this function is a kind of
saturation of a linear sum of the weighted inputs.

In 1988 Chua and Yang [1] proposed a new class of artificial neural networks called Cellular
Neural Networks (CNN). The main properties of this class of networks are that the cells are
locally connected (originally on a 2-dimensional grid), contain some sort of degrading memory
(originally a lossy RC-integrator) and have continuously valued signals.

Despite the local connectivity, these circuits are able to perform global tasks as a result of
propagation-effects, and prove to be quite effective in image-processing and other tasks which rely
on these local inter-actions. This local connectivity however enables high speed and complexity
operation, as the network is much easier to implement in VLSI.
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Chapter 2

Cellular Neural Networks (CNN)

2.1 Definition
Since 1988, the original idea of Chua and Yang, based on the local connectivity of cellular
automata and the cell properties of neural networks, has led to a much wider range of cellular
circuits than initially proposed. In general any circuit which satisfies the following definition [3]
can be called a Cellular Neural Network or Cellular Non-linear Network (CNN).

I Definition: The CNN is a

• 2-,3-, or n-dimensional array of

• mainly identical dynamical systems, called cells, which satisfies two properties:

• most interactions are local within a finite radius r, and

• all state variables are continuously valued signals

These local interactions are specified by a so-called (cloning) template-set. This template-set
can be identical for each cell in the network, but does not necessarily need to be space-invariant.
This template-set defines, together with the dynamics of the cell, it's behaviour in terms of the
input-, output-, and state-variables of the neighbourhood of a cell. This neighbourhood Nr is
the collection of all cells which lie within a radius of r cells from the specified cell C(i) , and
thus includes the specified cell itself:

Nr(i) = {C(j) I d(i,j):5 r }

In this definition of a CNN no restrictions are made on the time-variable (whether it should
be continuous or discrete), the grid-topology or the mode of operation, nor does this definition
exclude any form of interaction or cell dynamics.

2.2 Structure
Although the definition of a CNN does not restrict the grid-topology or grid-dimensions (as said
in the previous section), the most common net-structure is a 2-dimensional array on a square or
hexagonal grid with a space-invariant template-set. The neighbourhood-size or radius seldom
exceeds two and is usually one (resulting in 8 or 6 neighbours respectively). This structure (as
shown in figure 2.1) is a result of the main application-fields of the CNN: pattern-recognition
and image-processing, and has several advantages compared to other neural nets:

• Due to the local connectivity with a small radius, the implementation in VLSI is much
easier.

• Due to the space-invariancy, the template-set needs to be stored only once per net, instead
of individual storage in each cell.

• Due to the local connectivity, the net can be easily expanded by connecting the edge cells1

of two separate nets.

1 An edge cell is a cell which neighbourhood is not fully present in the net. For example, if the radius is two,
not only the cells at the edge of the net, but also the cells with a one-cell distance to the edge are called edge
cells.

3



4 CHAPTER 2. CELLULAR NEURAL NETWORKS (CNN)
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Figure 2.1: A typical net-structure with a neighbourhood-size of one.

2.3 System Operation

Since the CNN operation mainly depends on information flow in the network, rather than on
the operation inside a cell, the operation of such a ceIl is relatively simple and can be stated
in a single dynamical equation. A general form of such an equation in continuous time is given
in (2.1) (see [4]).

d,xi(t) = g[Xi(t)] + L: Ai,I:[YI:(t);T] +
I:ENr(i)

L: Bi,l: [Vl:(t) j T] + Ii(t)
I:ENr(i)

(2.1)

with: (2.2)

In equations (2.1) and (2.2) x, Y, v, and I denote respectively the cell state, output, input,
and bias; g is a local feedback function and A, B, and j: denote respectively the feedback
functional, the input functional, and the output functional. Such a functional A [YI:(t)j T] is (in
general) a non-linear function of YI: depending on all it's values between time t - T and t. Hence
the cell is said to have a memory with a duration T. Finally, d, denotes a differential operator.
A functional diagram of the operation within a cell is shown in figure 2.2.

I 11

Figure 2.2: A functional diagram ofa CNN cell.

Although the input and output of the cell might be obvious, it should be remembered that
there are three ways to feed data to the network. Apart from the usual input v, the initial
state x(to) and the bias I(t) can be used to supply the data. In many cases not the input v,
but the initial state x(to) is used. In that case no influence is exercized on the network during
relaxation2 •

2 Relaxation: This is the time during which the network relaxes to a stable output state.
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2.4 Linear Cloning Template CNN (LCT-CNN)
The original CNN proposed by Chua and Yang was a CNN on a square, 2-dimensional grid with
linear templates. In this case the functionals A and 8 are simple weight-multiplications and
is g[z(t)] = -z(t) a direct negative feedback. The functional j: consists of a piece-wise linear
saturation function. In the special (but most common) case the templates are space-invariant,
equations (2.1) and (2.2) can be written as

1
with: 1I,(t) = f(z,(t)) = 2 (I z,(t) +11-1 z.(t) -11)

The saturation function from equation (2.4) is shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The Chua-Yang CNN output saturation function.

(2.3)

(2.4)

Under certain constraints, the stability of this type of CNN can be proved using a Lyapounov
energy-function (see [1]). Since the output is restricted, these constraints apply to the input
and the initial state of the cell. Furthermore, sufficient self-feedback (2.7) and a symmetric
template (2.8) are required. However, the latter requirement is sufficient but not necessary,
and stability can be proved for certain templates not satisfying this constraint. Other classes
of templates, for which stability can be proved, include opposite-sign, positive-cell-linking, and
acyclic templates (see [4]). The stability constraints for all i and k are

Iz.(O) I $ 1

Iu.(t) I $ 1

Ao > 1

At,i = ~,t

(2.5)

(2.6)
(2.7)

(2.8)

Apart from stability the constraints (2.5) to (2.7) imply two other important properties. Due
to a feedback larger than unity in each cell (2.7), the output of a cell cannot be stable unless
this feedback is effectively broken by the saturation of its output. Therefore, the output will
only be stable at the saturation-values (see [5]):

lIi(OO) e [+1, -1] (2.9)

Because the output, the inputs and the initial state of a cell are limited, the range over which
its state can vary is bounded as well. The maximum value of the state can be found by solving
the dynamic equation (2.3) as shown in [5].

E IAiltl +
teNr(i)

E IBiltl + IIiI
teNr(i)

(2.10)
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2.4.1 Implementation

The cells of the network proposed by Chua and Yang were implemented using variable-gain
voltage-controlled current-sources (VCCS). As a result, the summing could be easily done by
leading these currents into a single node. The complete circuit of a single cell is shown in
figure 2.4. The gains of the different VCCS are:

I~u,i,1: = Bi,l:vu,l: (2.11)

I~",i,1: = ~,I:V",I: (2.12)
1

I",i = 2R" (I V~,i +1 I - IVz,i - 1 I) (2.13)

Vu,i

Ii
t

c

Figure 2.4: The basic cell circuit of the Chua-Yang CNN.

The dynamic state equation then becomes

R~CdVd~(t) = -vzAt) + R~ E Ai,l:v",I:(t) + R~ E Bi,l:vu,l:(t) + Rzli(t) (2.14)
I:ENr(i) I:ENr(i)

Comparing equation (2.14) to equation (2.3) shows that the time variable t is scaled by a factor
I/R~C, and that the templates have become conductances which are expressed in fractions (or
multiples) of 1/R~.

The main problem ofthis implementation are the numerous VCCS (typ. 19 in a single cell),
especially when the network has to have a variable template-set, and thus variable-gain VCCS.
Not only the number of VCCS, but also the fact that they have to be linear in 4 quadrants often
results in large circuits, and thus a large cell-area. Even though the smallest possible 4-quadrant
variable-gain VCCS (or multiplier) consists of only 2 MOS-transistors in linear mode [6], the
circuit requires a large biasing circuit due to the 'constant output voltage' constraint. The
question is whether this 4-quadrant multiplying operation is necessary or not. H the same
dynamics were to be obtained using, for example, only positive valued signals (combined with
2-quadrant templates) this would lead to multipliers which operate in just two quadrants. The
circuit for a single cell would be less complex, and results in a smaller cell-areas.

3Under the condition of course that no extremely large transistors are to be used.
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2.4.2 Examples

{~notation of value: v•.,

To illustrate the operation of a LCT-CNN, two applications for image-processing are discussed
here. The first one, hole-filling, shows that information can be supplied to the net in different
ways, as mentioned in section 2.3. The second application, Connected Component Detection or
CCD, shows the global information processing capabilities of a CNN. In order to easily describe
the templates of a net on a square grid, the following notation using matrices is introduced. Each
cell in the square grid is identified by it's coordinates z and y. The neighbourhood of the cell now
consists of every cell with coordinates z - r to z +r and y - r to y+r if the neighbourhood-size
is r. Each template-element belonging to a certain cell in this neighbourhood, can be identified
by the relative position to the cell C•.,. These template-elements can now be written into
matrix-form. With a neighbourhood-size of r =1 the feedback-template can be described by

[

A-I,-l AO.-I AI._I]
A = A_I.O Ao•o AI•O

A-I,l AO•I AI•I

In order to visualize the input- and output-images, symbols instead of actual values will be used.
As the outputs of the cell are binary, and the inputs will be too in many cases, the following
method is used:

[
010] [000]A = 1 2 1 ; B = 0 4 0 ; 1=-1
010 000

The input-image and the resulting output-image of the CNN are shown in figure 2.5.

Input Output

• • • •
• • •
•

• •
•

• • • •
• • • •

• • • • •
• •

• • • •

Figure 2.5: An example of bolelilling.

Connected Component Detection or CCD is used as a part of an application to determine
how many objects there are within the image. The template-set moves the image in a dedicated
direction (in this case horizontally to the right), while shrinking every object seen on a line to
a size of one. After relaxation, the output shows a pattern from which the number of objects
on each line can be determined by counting the remaining dots on that line. The template-set
used for CCD is

[

0 0 0 ]
A = 1 2 -1 ; B = 0; I =0

000
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Since the input-template B only contains zero's, the only way to supply the image to the net is
by using the initial state. The input-, and output-image are shown in figure 2.6

• • • •
• •

Initial State Output

• • • • •
• •

•

•
• •

••
••

• •
•

•

Figure 2.6: An example of CCD.

2.5 2-Quadrant LCT-CNN
An easy way to change the operation values of the signals is to change the output saturation
function f(Zi(t». This will not only alter the output values but also the input values (since
they are exchangeable) and the state values. A general piece-wise linear saturation function,
shown in figure 2.7 can be written as

Yi(t) = b-a{I_2_Zi(t) _ C+d+ 11_1_2_Zi(t)_C+d_ 11} + a+b
4 d-c d-c d-c d-c 2

(2.15)

Yi
b

a -----II
c d

Figure 2.7: A general piece-wise linear output saturation function.

In order to evaluate the effects of this change, a transformation is used to restore the original
saturation function (2.4). This transformation (see App. A) results in

d{z~(t) +~}
=dt

(2.16)

This new dynamical equation can be simplified by substituting the different template-elements:

(2.17)
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with (2.18)

Apart from the term ~ on the left-hand side of equation (2.17), this mathematical de
scription is identical to the original equation (2.3), defined by Chua and Yang. Although it
seems that this term might be omitted, it has a strong influence on the dynamic behaviour of
the system. This might become clear by again substituting zat) by zat) =Z~/(t) - ~, which
shifts the term from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of the equation, but also changes
the non-linearity. However, a graphical representation of the transformation shows the direct
influence of the term on the cell-state z~(t). As seen in figure 2.8, the term ~ represents a
direct offset to the cell-state, thus effectively changing the range in which the saturation function
has a proportional (non-constant) transfer to the output.

I

I

ill
4-c

-11 -11

Figure 2.8: Graphical transformation of the cell to restore the old saturation function

Therefore, this term alters the dynamic behaviour of the system. Although the system is
still able to function as a CNN, the templates that are to be used for a specific processing
function become unpredictable, and do not relate directly to the original templates. However,
forcing this term to zero by choosing c = -d does not collide with our aim of finding a CNN
using only 2-quadrant multipliers, and results in an identical dynamical equation, and thus
identical dynamic behaviour. Choosing a and b of the saturation function in one quadrant (both
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positive or negative) results in the 2-quadrant multiplications AttY: and B:'tU~. The ranges of
the different signals in a cell now become

state:
input:
output:

-d ~ IXil ~ d
a ~ IUil ~ b
a ~ IYil ~ b

Unlike the dynamic behaviour of the cell, the templates to be used for a specific operation of
the CNN are changed by altering the ranges of the signals in a cell. As can be seen from (2.18),
the feedback-, and input-templates A and B are scaled by a factor ~::' corresponding to the
slope of the saturation-function. The bias I is not only scaled (by a factor d~c:>' but also shifted
by a term proportional to the sum of the elements of the new templates A' and B'. This can
be easily explained by looking at figure 2.8 again. If the inputs and outputs of a cell were to
operate in a single quadrant, an offset is needed to move the upper and lower limit into the
same quadrant. This offset is multiplied with every element of the templates A and B, as this
offset is present in every input or output. Because this offset is constant, it effectively adds to
the bias term I.

2.6 Full Range CNN (FR-CNN)
Another problem in the implementation of a CNN is caused by the large dynamic range of the
cell's state. This dynamic range depends on the minimum accuracy needed for correct operation,
which is at least less or equal to the input-range of the saturation-function, and the maximum
state value possible. As can be seen from (2.10), the maximum state value depends on the
number of neighbours (or equivalently the neighbourhood-size), and the element-values of the
templates. In case of a variable-template or programmable CNN, the maximum element values
should be used to determine the maximum state value, which leads to an even larger dynamic
range. For correct operation of the LCT-CNN, it is necessary that the cell's state should not be
limited by the physical implementation of the net (such as supply voltage or maximum current).
This gives rise to the need for more accurate circuits (down-scaling the state ranges) or higher
power consumption (up-scaling the physical boundaries).

To avoid these complications in implementing a CNN, Rodriquez-Vazquez et al. [2] proposed
a new model for CNNs, called Full Range Cellular Neural Networks (FR-CNN). In this new
model, the state ofthe cell is bounded by the input range of the original saturation-function, also
limiting the output of the cell, and making the non-linearity or saturation-function superfluous.
This new model can be described by .

(2.19)

(2.20)with:
{

-m(xi + 1) -1 Xi < -1
g[Xi] = lim -Xi otherwise

m-oo -m(xi- 1)+1 xi>1

This new feedback function g[Xi] insures that the state will no longer change (~ =0) if it has
reached the limits of it's operation range [-1,1].

Although the system dynamics of a cell are quantitatively changed, the qualitative behaviour
of the total net is not altered, as it depends on the (unchanged) interactions between cells. The
main property of the LCT-CNN cell, namely its ability to yield (for a feedback greater than
unity) two stable equilibrium points separated by an instability region, is maintained in this new
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model. Moreover, other important properties such as stability and binary output values, are
maintained, and there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of both models
(see [7]). Furthermore, the derivation for two quadrant operation, as set forth in the previous
section, remains fully intact. As the Full Range model only substitutes the direct feedback with
a piece-wise-linear (pwl) function, the transformation to restore the old saturation-function will
also alter this pwl-function to suit the new state-ranges.

2.7 Conclusions
As was shown in section 2.5, it is possible to use another saturation function in the CNN
of Chua and Yang, without altering the dynamics. The only restriction to this function is,
that the input-signal range lies symmetrically around zero (identical to choosing c = -d). By
choosing the output-signal range to lie in one quadrant (always positive or always negative),
the multiplications A~ kY: and B; k u~ will operate in just two quadrants. The implementation of
2-quadrant multiplier~ is much e~ier, and will result in smaller circuits (and cells) than would
have been the case using 4-quadrant multipliers.

Furthermore it was shown in the previous section that, by using a Full Range model instead
of the original LCT-CNN, the implementation could be made easier by reducing the dynamic
range needed for correct operation. Although this new model limits the state of the cell, it does
not qualitatively change the operation of the CNN. As the 2-quadrant operation of a CNN is
merely a translation of operating-ranges, the Full Range model can also be applied to this type
of CNN, allowing both 2-quadrant operation and improved accuracy.



Chapter 3

System Architecture

As it comes to making a VLSI implementation of a Cellular NeuraJ. Network, and in particular a
programmable / variable-template CNN, more aspects have to be considered than the rea.lization
of the basic cell dynamics. Although the multiplier (or synapse or weight) will determine most
of the architecture of a cell (as it is the most important and frequent part of a CNN), aspects
such as intercell-connection, accuracy, and technology can play an important role in the choice
of architecture and implementation. Other aspects, often forgotten when implementing a CNN,
are the initia.lization of the cells and the influence of edge cells on the operation of the CNN.

3.1 Initialization of cells

As was mentioned in a previous chapter, the initiaJ. state-value Xi(tO) of the cells can be an
important way to feed data to the network. In many applications, e.g. CCD, influence of the
input during relaxation is not desired (B = 0), and the initiaJ. state is the only way to supply
the input.

In fixed-application or fixed-template CNNs this initia.lization can be difficult to rea.lize, if, for
example, the state can't be directly identified with a single node-voltage or current, or can't be
influenced directly (i.e. the state is the output of an op-amp). Furthermore, severaJ. switches are
needed to break the feedback loop (to stop the network from starting the relaxation process) and
to connect the state(-ca.pa.citor) to an input. However, when implementing a variable-template
CNN, the question rises whether a certain template could be used to set the state. In this way,
initia.lization could be made much easier and some switches might not be necessary. Looking at
the dynamic cell equation (2.3), it is easy to see, that choosing B i •i = 1 and setting a.ll other
template elements zero

Ai,t = 0 Yi,t

Bitt = {~ Vi•t I i1ft (3.1)
Vi•t I i=t

Ii = 0 Vi

results in a straightforward first-order linear differentiaJ. equation

dx·
-' = -Xi + 1· Ui
dt

The solution of this equation is an exponentiaJ. rise or decay of the state value Xi from it's
starting value at to to the input value Ui

Xi(t) = Ui + [Xi(tO) - ui]e-(C-Co)

Although the state theoretica.lly never will reach the input value, it will be within a certain
accuracy of this value Ui after a few seconds!.

Rea.lizing the initia.lization of the net in this manner brings along a few drawbacks. Since
the feedback loop is not broken during initia.lization, the template-set and inputs have to be
switched to their new (operating) value simultaneously. This gives rise to some problems in the

1 More general: after a few times the time-coutant of the cell. In a physical implementation of a CNN the
time-variable is scaled with a certain time-coutant.

13
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control of the CNN. Furthermore, as all cells are initialized simultaneously, it is necessary that
the inputs of all cells are available. In case of small CNNs (typ. up to 40 cells) this isn't a
problem. Larger CNNs often use a kind of cell-addressing to write the inputs and to read the
outputs (using on-chip storage of inputs; the outputs are 'stored' by the feedback) in order to
reduce the number of pins on a chip. As long as the inputs stored on-chip contain the initial
state value, the states are maintained. However, the inputs have to be set-up for their operating
values 'Ui. Since not all inputs are changed simultaneously, the initial states of some cells may
start to change, regardless which template-set is used.

If a switch is used to restrain the network from starting the relaxation (effectively breaking
the feedback loop), these problems are solved, allowing this method of initializing to be used for
networks in which the state cannot be accessed or identified directly.

Finally, it should be said that, although proved for an LCT-CNN, this method is applicable
for any type of variable-template CNN, including the 2-Quadrant LCT-CNN.

3.2 Edge cells
Edge cells are cells which neighbourhoods are not fully present in the net, or, put in another
way, don't have a fully occupied neighbourhood. Therefore, these cells actually have another
template-set: template-elements belonging to non-existing neighbourhood cells appear to be
zero. However, the same result would be obtained if these neighbourhood cells were present
having an input and output equal to zero: 'Ui = 0 and Yi = O. Implementing a template-element
(or multiplier) in a LCT-CNN and connecting it to zero or not implementing it at all would
result in exactly the same operation of the edge cell.

Not implementing the template-elements in a 2-Quadrant LCT-CNN however, would lead
to incorrect biasing and thus incorrect operation of the edge cell. As the input and output
ranges of the cell are transformed, the original bias-points of the 'ghost' neighbourhood cells,
'Ui = 0 and Yi = 0, are also transformed to the new bias-points 'U~ = iii = ~. Therefore,
the template-elements (or multipliers) belonging to non-existing neighbourhood cells should be
implemented having a constant input equal to ~. These constant inputs could be realized by
using the outputs of dummy cells, or dummy edge cells, which have no connections to any other
cell (equivalently: have a template-set A =0 and B =0).

This translation should also be taken into account in case these edge-cells are connected to,
for example, special bias-voltages or dummy-cells. For the Connected Component Detection
template, the edge-cells are usually connected to a special bias-voltage representing the non
existing neighbourhood cells having a 'low' output.

3.3 Multiplier
To transform the CNN model equations (2.3) or (2.17) into an equivalent circuit each variable
has to be represented by a voltage or a current. As current summing is easy using Kirchhoff's
current law (feeding all currents into a single node with one output connection), the variable I.
and the results of the multiplications Ai,•• Yi and Bi ,• • 'Ui can best be represented by currents to
avoid unnecessary conversions from voltages to currents. Since these multipliers are numerous
in each cell (two for each neighbour), it is important that these multipliers are as small as
possible to allow small cell-design and high cell-density. For 2-quadrant operation in a CMOS
implementation two multipliers having current output are considered. Finally, the input and
output ofa cell should preferably be represented by a voltage as these signals have to be dispersed
to each cell in the neighbourhood.
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3.3.1 Two Transistor Multiplier

The two transistor multiplier (or 2T-multiplier for short) consists of two MOS transistors in
linear mode with a common source node, as depicted in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: A Two Transistor Multiplier in PMOS.

The drain-currents of the transistors are

Itll = ~1 [2(Vin - V", +VT1 )(Vin - V'll) - (Vin - Vtll )2] (1 + .\(Vin - Vtll» (3.2)

Itl2 = ~2 [2(Vin - V""re/ +VT2 )(Vin - Vn) - (Vin - Vn )2] (1 + .\(Vin - Vd2» (3.3)

Using the substitutions

f31 = f3 f32 = f3(I+c5~)

VT1 = VT VT2 = VT(I + 6T) (3.4)
Vd1 = Vtl Vtl2 = Vtl(I + 6tl )

and neglecting higher-order errors the difference between the two drain-currents can be approx
imated by

AI = In - Itl1 ~ f3(V", - V""re/ )(Vin - Vtl)(1 + .\(Vin - Vd»...
f3

+ 6~ . '2(Vin - 2V""re/ + 2VT + Vtl)(Vin - Vtl) •••

+ c5T • f3VT(ltin - Vtl ) ..•

- 6d • f3Vtl(Vd - Vw,re/ +VT ) (3.5)

In the ideal case that the transistors are identical, having the same threshold voltage VT
and transconductance f3, neglecting the channel modulation .\ and assuming identical drain
voltages Vtl , the difference in drain-currents is proportional to the product of difference in gate
voltages and the source-drain voltage:

AI = f3. (V", - V""re/) . (Vin - V.,) (3.6)

Although theoreticaJly this is four quadrant multiplication, as both terms can become both
positive and negative, a practical implementation is hard to realize, as the currents are able
to flow in two directions, depending on the drain-source voltage. In particular keeping the
drain-voltages equal on a constant level is hard to implement. A two quadrant operation (with
~d ~ 0) however is easy to implement as the currents now will flow in one direction only.
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Apart from errors due to mismatching of the transistors and voltages there are some devia
tions / properties which have to be taken in into account:

1. The channel length modulation creates a non-linear error for the drain-source input Vin - VII,
as is shown in (3.5). This factor ~ becomes smaller if the length of the transistors is
increased. Although depending on the technology used, this error can usually be neglected
if the length is more than two or three times the minimum design length of a transistor.

2. Because the bulk-source-voltage of both transistors is variable, the threshold voltage
changes due to the body-effect. Although this doesn't change the difference in currents
in first order, it does change the currents itself. This effect can be reduced by connecting
source and bulk together. This however requires a separate well for each multiplier in a
cell, as each multiplier has a different source-voltage Vin, causing an increase in the total
layout size.

3. As the two transistors have to operate in linear mode at any time, some restrictions to the
gate-voltages apply:

VIII S VII +VT

V""re/ S VII +VT

with: VT < 0

4. Due to the linear operation of both transistors, resulting from high gate-source voltages,
large currents will flow through the transistors, causing a large power dissipation. As
always, a trade-off between power dissipation, chip area and accuracy exists. The total
current flowing through the multiplier

(3.7)

can be decreased by

• decreasing the transconductance by decreasing the ratio between transistor width and
length ~.

• decreasing the operating range of Vin - VII.

• increasing the minimum gate-voltage V""min by decreasing IVIII - V",.re/lmG~'

• choosing the operating ranges closer together by decreasing VII - V.,re/'

Another aspect related to the design is the ratio between the total current and the maxi
mum current difference. As this ratio increases, the total accuracy decreases, as the output
of the multiplier consists of the difference of two signals. Subtracting two large currents in
order to find a small difference results in poor accuracy. The ratio /j,,~:~. should be chosen
as small as possible.

5. The multiplier has, as mentioned earlier, a very low output impedance and special circuitry
is needed to keep the two drain voltages at a constant level. While one of the inputs is
a differential voltages across two gates, having a very high input-impedance, the other is
connected to the source of both transistors. This causes this input to be low impedant,
and a driver circuit with low output impedance is therefore needed.
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3.3.2 Differential Stage Multiplier

The differential stage multiplier consists of a simple differential pair which tail-current is con
trolled by a transistor in saturated mode, as shown in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: A differential stage multiplier using NMOS transistors.

Within the operating range for the gate-voltages,

-";2Itl3/ fJl,2 ~ Vw- Vw,rel ~ ";2Ida / fJI,2
the drain-currents in the identical transistors of the differential pair are, if the channel length
modulation is neglected, equal to:

1
141 = -Ida

2

1
In = 2Itl3

In which the tail-current is

+ 4..;fJl,2(Vw - Vw,re/)

4..;fJl,2(Vw - Vw,re/)

fJl,2 ('IT 'IT )2T "w - "w,rel

Ida _ fJl,2 (~ ~ )2T w - w,rel

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.11)

Itl3 = ~(l'in - VT3 )2(1 + '\3Vtl3) (3.10)

Again using the substitutions (3.4), neglecting higher-order errors and channel length modulation
effects, the difference between the two currents can be approximated by

JfJfJ3 ('IT 'IT )('1T 'IT ) 1 fJ (Vw- Vw,rel )2"2 "'in - "T3 "'w - "w,rel - 2fJ3 (l'in - VT3 )2 •••

+ I~ . [IA -#(V. - V.,,,!) IA- ~(V. - V.,..!), ]

+ 6T •VT1 ,2-IP Itl3 - ~(Vw - V.,re/)2 ..

Even if the differential pair transistors are identical, having the same transconductance and
threshold voltage and no channel length modulation, the resulting difference current suffers
from non-linearities. These non-linearities can only be neglected if the gate-voltages of the
differential pair are operated well within the defined operating range:

Ida :> ~(V. - V.,re/)2 (3.12)
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effectively causing a high bias current in both transistors. The difference-current then becomes

(3.13)

As the current in the tail-transistor M3 can :Bow in just one direction, this circuit is a true
two-quadrant multiplier. Apart from the aspects concerning the body-effect and channel length
modulation, mentioned with the 2T-multiplier in the preceding paragraph, the following prop
erties should not be overlooked.

1. As mentioned, strict boundaries (3.12) for the differential gate-voltage apply, to insure
linear operation. However, the input range of the gate-voltage of the tail-transistor M3,
is also restricted, as the transistor has to remain in saturated mode for correct operation.
The maximum gate-voltage depends on the transistor design ratios 'i, and the minimum
voltage at the gates of Ml and M2:

~3 ~ (,f1J~y"ll;) (Vw,MIN - VTl ,2) + VT3

2. Unlike the 2T-multiplier, the differential stage multiplier has a high differential output
impedance and high input impedance for both inputs (as all input nodes are gates).

3.3.3 Comparison

When comparing two multipliers, several aspects have to be taken into account, concerning
linearity, input and output ranges, input and output impedances, chip area and power con
sumption. Comparing both output equations (3.6) and (3.13) makes clear that the differential
current output-range for both multipliers will be approximately the same2 , as both voltage
input-ranges of both multipliers will be in the order of several hundreds of milliVolts to one
Volt. As both multipliers need large bias currents for correct operation, the power consump
tion will be comparable. However, slightly larger transistors are needed for the 2T-multiplier
for equal bias currents, as they operate in linear mode. Because of this, and the presence of
two current-conveyors in each cell when using the 2T-multiplier, the chip areas of both multi
pliers will be roughly the same. The main differences between the multipliers therefore lie in
linearity and input and output impedances. For the latter, the diff. stage multiplier will be
the best choice, as no input currents are needed and the output has a very high differential
impedance. However, with regard to linearity, the 2T-multiplier will be a better choice, as it has
less non-linear distortion for the same input- and output-ranges and equal power consumption.

3.4 Representation of Variables
As said in the previous section, each variable (input, output and state) has to be represented by
a voltage or a current. Whereas the output of both multipliers are (differential) currents, the
inputs of both multipliers are voltages. The two-quadrant voltage-input of a multiplier needs to
be used for the template-elements, as these have not been changed into single quadrant operation.
The single quadrant voltage-input will be used for either an output or an input of a cell. Input u
and output 11 should therefore be represented by voltages. Moreover, interconnection will be
much easier as voltages can be distributed more efficiently than currents, as currents have to

2When realized in the lame po1&rity (NMOS or PMOS).
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duplicated for each connected cell. The choice for the representation of the state is determined
by the implementation of the dynamics of a cell. The integration can be done by establishing
a difference in voltage between the terminals of a inductance resulting in a current, or feeding
a current through a capacitor resulting in a voltage. As the signal to be integrated is already
a sum of currents and capacitors are far more easy to implement in VLSI than inductances,
a capacitor will be used. The resulting voltage represents the state of the cell. The dynamic
equation can now be written as

cdv,;,i = G· V,[V,;,i] +
dt

L: GA,i,lr· vr,1r +
IrENc(i)

L: GB,i,1r •Vu,1r + ii
IrENc(i)

In this physical implementation, the self-feedback V,[V~,i] results in a time-constant for the
dynamics equal to T =c/G. This, of course, does not change the operation of the cell or the
entire net, but merely changes the speed with which the net operates. The template-elements
are expressed in multiples or fractions of G.

3.5 Interconnection

Because every input and output of a cell has to be distributed to it's neighbourhood (as the cell
itself belongs to the neighbourhood of all cells in it's own neighbourhood), the total number of
connections NOC for a single cell amounts to

NOC = 2· INri

This total number of connections might be decreased by not distributing Ui and 1Ii separately,
but combining these signals into a single signal to each neighbourhood cell, and distributing
AIr,i • 1Ii + BIr,i ·Ui to cell k. Adding these two signals is easy as they are represented by
currents, hence no extra adding circuitry is required. This change in interconnection alters
the cell structure, as schematically shown in figure 3.3(b). Figure 3.3(a) shows the original
configuration for a cell i having two neighbours. In these figures, the box marked with i represents
the cell-core containing the integration- and non-linearity sub-circuits.

r-----------.., r-----------..,

from cell } from cell I
~-----------~

....--.-- 11'

B· L Eo,I t ..- .,

~-----------~

to cell } I

I
I
I
I
I Ai,i
I
I
I

I to cell I

I
I
I
I

Bi,il
I
I
I

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: (a) Original cell structure. (b) Modified structure baving less inter-cell connections.
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Although not immediately obvious, this change in interconnection causes the need for extra
circuitry when using the multipliers described in section 3.3. As both multipliers have differential
output, no improvement in the number of connections would be made unless the output is
changed to a single-ended configuration using a current-mirror. This would amount to at least
two transistors extra for each pair of multipliers Ai,k and Bi,k, depending on the current-mirror
used. For the 2T-multiplier the result is more dramatic as the special circuitry for keeping
the drain-voltages at constant and equal level now has to be implemented for each pair of
multipliers instead of a single implementation for all multipliers EkENr(i) A i,k and Bi,k together.
It is therefore not recommended to use this modified interconnection structure when using the
2T-multiplier.

3.6 Accuracy

Unlike in classical linear systems the accuracy-requirements for the implementation of neural
networks are hard to establish due to hard-limiting non-linearities and complex mutual inter
actions between the building blocks of a such a network. Usually, neural networks are robust
against non-ideal behaviour, e.g. mismatching, as a result of a learning process, in which er
ratic behaviour of individual cells is compensated. For CNNs however, no learning algorithms
are used most of the time and certain network behaviour is obtained by determination of the
correct template-set. Even if a learning algorithm is used, less errors can be compensated, as
the network has fewer variables or degrees of freedom to be controlled. In CNNs errors occur
due to

• space-variant fluctuations in the template-set.

• inaccuracies in the initial state.

• inaccuracies in the output of cell, e.g. voltage drops due to output currents.

• space-variant fluctuations in the time-constant.

As the CNNs behaviour is changed by using a different template-set, the influence ofnon-ideal
behaviour also changes. This results in different accuracy-requirements for different template
sets. In order to estimate the required accuracy for a certain template-set the following method is
used (see [8]). With all it's neighbours remaining constant, the dynamic routes3 are drawn for all
possible combinations of its neighbours states. Depending on the application (or template-set),
there are several critical dynamic routes. These are the routes for a combination of the neigh
bours states, which determine the operation boundaries, i.e. the boundaries between which the
net should or should not change the state's vaJ.ue. This will be demonstrated for the Connected
Component Detection (CCD) template-set as introduced in section 2.4. First, the dynamic
cell-equation is, with k the sum of all external influences and the threshold I, written as

dZI- = -z·+A······+kdt • ',' It'

For the CCD template-set each cell has two neighbours, At,le/t = land At,ri,ht = -1. The
self-feedback Ai,i =2, and the input-template B and threshold I are zero. For all eight possible
initial-state combinations of the three cells, k can become -4,-2,0,2 and 4. The critical dynamic
route is for k = 0, corresponding to a initial state of-1, a left neighbour of 1, and a right neighbour
of -li or the same situation, but with opposite signs. This route is shown in figure 3.4.

3 A dynamic route is a collection of all possible combinations of ds/dt and s. Such a route, or line, can be
drawn on graph with s along the x-axis and ds/dt along the y-axis. Usually, the direction in which the state
moves (depending on ds/dt) is indicated by arrows.
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k=O

Figure 3.4: The critical dynamic route for a CCD template-set.

The two stable equilibrium points are z = -2 and z = 2. H there would be a distortion in k,
resulting in vertical shift of the dynamic route, the cell will still operate correctly if two stable
points are retained. As a result, variation in k should not exceed one: -1 < k < 1. This gives a
relative accuracy of about 15% (worst case) for the contributions of the templates and outputs
of the different cells.

For a correct operating network, it is necessary that each cell is working properly. This
method thus gives minimum required accuracy for correct cell operation. However, in a true
CNN all cells are active and interactions between cells have to be taken into account, as well as
fluctuations in time-constants, which influence these interactions. Using computer simulations of
a CNN, the minimum required accuracy can be estimated, by making space-variant fluctuations
in the template-set. This shows that the estimate obtained by the preceding analytic method
usually is an over-estimate, and that the true required accuracy will be somewhere between 1
and 10 percent, depending on the template-set used. The required accuracy mainly depends on
the number of neighbours and the degree of self-feedback.

3.7 Technology

3.7.1 Process

The technology used for implementation of the CNN will be CMOS N-well process. As the CNN
will be manufactured at IMEC in Leuven, Belgium the following limitations / properties apply:

• Double poly-silicon layer.

• Double metal layer.

• NMOS transistors have a fixed bulk-voltage; PMOS transistors are implemented in a
seperate N-well and therefore have a variable bulk-voltage.

• A 2.4 I'm technique will be used. The lengths and widths of the transistors will be at least
2.4 I'm and can be increased using discrete steps of 0.4 I'm..

• Floating-gate devices are not available.

• As ion-implant is impossible, only enhancement MOSTs can be used. This implies:

NMOS:
PMOS:
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3.7.2 Simulation

To verify the design of the CNN and to adjust the final transistor sizings, simulation software
is used. For circuit-simulation a version of HSPICE (H9007) was used in combination with
the graphic display tool GSI, both created by Meta-Software, Inc. As with other versions of
SPICE, a circuit-description is made using node-numbers and device-models. For the description
of the MOS devices, created in the IMEC process, a so-called Level-2 device parameter-set is
used, based on process-parameters. In appendix B the parameters for both NMOS and PMOS
transistors, capacitances and resistors and are given.

For dynamic simulations (as opposed to static an3.Iysis) layout structures need be known, as
parasitic capacitances depend on transistor-size (including drain- and source-areas) and mutual
position. In particular, to calculate the capacitances between the transistor and the bulk or
body, drain- and source-areas (AD and PD respectively) and drain and source-perimeters (PD
and PS resp.) need to be given. Using a geometry of a minimum sized transistor as shown in
figure 3.5 these parameters can now be ca.lculated according to:

AS =AD =(5.6)2+ W ·1.6
PS = PD =25.6

AS = AD = W . 7.2
PS = PD =2· (W +7.2) 1

W S 5.6JLm

W > 5.6JLm

2.4"m.......

1.6"m
•

Figure 3.5: Geometry of a minimum sized MOST.

3.8 Design Objectives
As in any electronic implementation there are, apart from realizing the desired functionality,
several design objectives or requirements, e.g. minium power dissipation. And there are of
course the usual trade-off's between several requirements. The main trade-off is between power
dissipation, accuracy, response time and chip area. More power dissipation can improve accuracy
and response time, but usually increases chip area, as wider transistors need to be used. More
accuracy (in terms of input- and output-ranges) can be obtained by using longer transistors, thus
increasing chip area. The optimal trade-off between these properties is not fixed, and changes
with the main requirements of the design.

I Main Objective: Design of a Cellular Neural Network,

1. with a fully, analogue programmable template-set.

2. on a square grid.

3. with a neighbourhood-size of one, resulting in eight neighbours.
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And the secondary objectives and requirements concerning the circuit-design are

I Secondary Objectives:

• Maximum input- and output-ranges.

• Minimum power dissipation.

• Maximum speed or minimum response time.

• Minimum chip area.

• Minimum susceptibility to distortions, e.g. noise and parameter variations.
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Chapter 4

Multiplier Design

In this chapter a design will be presented for the two-transistor multiplier or 2T-multiplier,
including the necessary bias-circuits. The choice for this multiplier instead of the differential
stage multiplier, is based on the inherent linear properties of the 2T-multiplier, compared to
the linearized properties of latter multiplier. However, as both multipliers have the same inputs
(differential voltages) and output (differential current), the cell-design, described in the next
chapter, is independent of the choice between these two multipliers, and both multipliers could
be used.

4.1 Two transistor Multiplier Design
Before the transistors of the 2T-multiplier can be sized, several choices have to be made. The
most important choice is whether the multiplier will be used in two- or four-quadrant opera
tion. As was mentioned in the previous chapter, biasing becomes very difficult when using the
multiplier in four quadrants. Therefore, a design will be made for two-quadrant operation. The
different inputs and outputs of the multiplier are shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Two transistor multiplier.

Technology: First the technology in which the multiplier will be implemented is determined.
The transistors of the multiplier operate in linear mode, causing a low impedance between
drain and source. This results in considerable currents, which can only be decreased by
lowering the trans-conductance fJ of the transistors. Assuming the same transistor-sizing
this trans-conductance is lower for PMOS transistors. The multiplier will therefore be
implemented in PMOS.

Output Range: When determining the output range, the main criterion is the maximum power
dissipation or the maximum current of a single multiplier. Using a square grid, each cell
has at least 19 multipliers. The maximum power dissipation in the multiplier-section of a
cell then equals

P,o"mul = 19· Vlid ·lmG•

Using a power supply of 5V, and a maximum multiplier current of 10 pA, the maximum
power dissipation in the multiplier-section is less than 1mW. The average power dissipation
will of course be less, depending on the average multiplier-input 'Vin.
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Input Ranges: When determining the input-ranges, an important aspect is the ratio between
the total maximum current and the maximum current-difference ImtJz/t1ImtJz, as was
mentioned in the previous chapter. To minimize this ratio, the weight-input voltage
range Vw- Vw,re/ should be as large as possible, and the drain bias-voltage Vd should be as
close as possible to Vw,re/ while retaining linear operation. Choosing IVw - Vw,re/I ~ lV,
with Vw,re/ = 1V and Vd = 3.5V results in a ratio of approximately Imaz / t1ImtJ~ ::=::: 5.
The maximum input-voltage Yin,mtJz should be chosen as large as possible, to decrease the
susceptibility to distortions. However, this input is connected to an input or the clipping
output of a cell. To be able to create a clipped output-value independent of the out
put current, a small margin to the power supply voltage should be used. The maximum
input-voltage is therefore set to Yin,mtJz =4.5V.

Summary: For the 2T-multiplier design, the following applies:

• Implementation in PMOS.

• Maximum Multiplier current ImtJz = lOJLA.

• Weight Input range OV ~ Vw ~ 2V.

• Weight reference input Vw,re/ = 1V.

• Drain bias voltage Vd =3.5V.

• Input Range 3.5V ~ Yin ~ 4.5V.

• Sizing of the transistors· w _ Uem• L - 27.2em·

Simulations: The multiplier characteristics are shown in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: The difference-current of the 2T-multipHer.
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Figure 4.3: The total current of the 2T-multiplier.

4.2 Two Transistor Multiplier Biassing

In order to be able to use the 2T-multiplier, introduced in the previous section, some circuitry
has to be designed for correct biasing. The two current output nodes need to be biased with
a constant and equal voltage to insure linear operation. To do so, a so-called current-conveyor
can be used to drain the two output currents. In general, a current-conveyor is a circuit having
a current input- and output node and an input-node to control the input voltage, as shown in
figure 4.4.

~IA
VA

Ie A.....
C

Ve
B

Figure 4.4: A general model ofa current conveyor.

One of the input terminals, terminal C, is used to control the voltage at the other input
terminal A. This controlling input can both be current or voltage. The current at the output B
now solely depends on the input-current at terminal A, and is usually identical to this input
current. A straight-forward approach to this problem is using an op-amp in unity-feedback
configuration, together with a transistor to control the input impedance at terminal A. This is
shown in figure 4.5(a). If transistor M2 is operating in saturation, the drain-current will nearly
be independent of the drain-voltage.
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Ve

Ie~

(a)

Figure 4.5: Two examples of current-conveyors.

(b)

Although the op-amp might consist of just a single differential stage, the conveyor still
comprises at least six transistors in total. As this circuit has to be implemented at least twice
in each cell, it leads to a considerable overhead on the actual implementation of the multipliers.
However, replacing this op-amp with a single inverter, as shown in figure 4.5(b) results in the
same configuration having negative feedback. In the absence of a voltage-input terminal to
determine the voltage at input A, the current Ie can be used to control the source-gate voltage
of transistor Ml and thus the input-voltage at terminal A, assuming that this transistor is in
saturation. The gate-drain junction of transistor Ml is connected in parallel with the source
gate junction of transistor M2, ensuring that the drain-voltage of Ml will be lower than it's
gate-voltage and that transistor Ml always will operate in saturation.

4.2.1 Large Signal Stability

One of the most important properties of the current-conveyor is, of course, the voltage-stability
at the current input-terminal A. In particular, the influence of lA, VB and Ie are of interest.
Therefore, the channel-length modulation will be taken into account in the evaluation of the
input-voltage VA. Using the drain-current equations for the two transistors, voltages VA and Ve
can be written as

(4.1)

(4.2)

Assuming small channel-length modulation .\ <: 1, the roots in the previous equations can be
approximated by .jl~. ~ v'I"'="i ~ 1- iz, resulting in

VA ~ Vdd +VT - J2:~ (1- ~.\l[Vdd - Vel)

Ve ~ VA +VT - J2:: (1- ~.\2[VA - VBl)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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Now substituting (4.4) into (4.3) and neglecting higher-order effects! the input-voltage VA can
be calculated:

The input-voltage is in first order approximation solely dependent on the controlling current Ie,
as could be expected. The influence of the input-current I A is small, depending on the channel
length modulation effect 0(..\). The influence of the output-voltage Vs on the input-voltage VA
is extremely small, as it depends on the product of the modulation-parameters 0(..\2). For a
strong input-voltage stability

• the transconductances p! and P2 should be large,

• and long transistors (small ..\ 's) should be used.

4.2.2 Small Signal Stability

The current-conveyor circuit from figure 4.5(b) has a high loop gain, resulting in excellent large
signal voltage stability, as was shown in the previous section. Due to this high gain however,
the circuit can easily become instable for small signals, as parasitic capacitances can decrease
the phase-margin considerably. In this specific application with many multipliers connected to a
single conveyor, a wide range input-range of currents is necessary, resulting in varying parasitic
capacitances and varying impedances from the current-source at the input. Hence a careful
analysis is necessary. For analysis, impedances of the different sources (at terminal A and C)
and the load (at terminal B) have to be taken into account. The complete equivalent small
signal circuit is shown in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Equivalent small signal circuit for the current conveyor.

In this circuit, CA , Cs and Ce represent the total parasitic capacitance to ground at node A,
B and C respectively, represents 91 the conductance of the current source, 9A the total conduc
tance ofthe connected multipliers, and 9L the conductance ofthe load at node B. Finally, CAe
is the sum ofthe gate-drain capacitance of Ml and the gate-source capacitance of M2, and Cse
equals the gate-drain capacitance of M2. To calculate the open-loop gain for stability analysis,

1All second- and higher-order distortions (.\') are neglected, unless a variable only has second- or higher-order
intluence. In this case only the lowest order distortion of this variable is taken into account.
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the current in the voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) of transistor M1 is now determined
by a fictional input voltage v~. The currents in both VCCS are

i l = -Oml· v~

i 2 = Om2· (VA - vc)

The open-loop gain is now defined by
VA

AOL = -
~

Due to the numerous parasitic capacitances in this circuit, this open-loop gain is complicated
function. An exact evaluation of this transfer-function and precise determination of all poles
and zeroes is therefore hardly possible. By making some assumptions towards the relative values
of the variables, the poles and zeroes can be determined, and easily verified by looking at the
small-signal circuit. The overall evaluation of the stability of the circuit will not be changed
drastically by making these neglects. However, extra attention has to be payed to stability when
simulating the circuit. To estimate the poles and zeroes the following assumptions are made: (1)
Drain-source conductances are small compared to other conductances Od. <: Om, OL, OA, and
(2) Inter-node capacitances are small compared to the node-to-ground capacitances CAC <: CA

and esc <: Cs , Cc. Now, the poles and zeroes of the open-loop transfer-function can be
approximated by

I' ~ =..I.J,.
CB+CBC CB

I"ttl' ~ _Ur.1.±.tL.
CC+CAC+CBC Cc

Zl ~ _..tma..
CAC

IL ~ _ =..I.J,.
CB+CBC CB (4.6)

(4.7)

Finally, the DC open-loop gain is

A ..... Oml Om2
OL,DC .... - •

01 +Odal Om2 +OA

Although not exactly identical, the effects of zero Z2 and pole PI will cancel out, resulting
in a system with effectively two poles and a single zero. Depending on the values of the two
poles and zero, the phase-margin of the system can become too small, resulting in a potentially
instable system.

First the dominating pole is determined because, as in any feedback circuit, stability or a
larger phase-margin can be obtained by decreasing the dominating pole. As the drain-source
conductances of transistors are small, P2 is the dominating pole. Fortunately, this pole does
not depend on the input-current I A • The DC-current I c through transistor M1 is constant,
resulting in constant drain-source conductances Odd and 01. To insure stability or to increase
the phase-margin an extra capacitance can be connected to node C.

Whether an extra capacitance is needed or not, depends on the value of pole 1'3 and zero Zl.

H 11'31 is much larger than the gain-bandwidth product ALO,DC ·1P21 no compensation is needed.
The same holds for the special case that the zero cancels the effects of the second pole. How
ever, pole 1'3 and zero Zl are not constant. Depending on the input-current I A the trans
conductance Om2 of transistor M2 can change drastically, especially when a wide input-range is
used. The joint conductance of the connected multipliers OA is also affected, but this change in
value is neglegible, as the multiplier-transistors are in linear operation2•

2The drain-source condudance of a transistor in linear mode, is nearly independent of the drain-source voltage,
but does depend on the gate-source voltage.
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Because of this changing pole-zero pair, it is difficult to use the criterion for a certain phase
margin in the design of current-conveyer, but it is possible to make a rough estimate of both
the gain-bandwidth product and the second pole. The gain-bandwidth product is

IA I I I l:::l 9m2 9ml
OL,DC • P2 C +C +C . +C AC BC 9m2 9A

As both sums of capacitors Cc +CAC+CBC and CA+CAC will be in the same order of hundreds
of fF, no problems concerning the stability of the circuit can be expected if 9ml <: 9m2 +9A'

4.2.3 Design

In designing (or actually sizing) the current-conveyor some additional aspects have to be taken
into consideration, although the main aspect remains the output-voltage VA, which is identical
to the drain-voltage of the multipliers. The following considerations have to be made:

Output-voltage: The output-voltage is identical to the multiplier drain-voltage: VA = 3.5V.
In order to minimize the current I c through M1, the transconductance PI of this transis
tor should not be too large. For voltage-stability however, this value, together with the
transconductance P2 of transistor M2 should be as large as possible. Choosing Ic ~ 5pA
results in a transistor-sizing -rt l:::l l.

Dynamic Range: For correct operation of the current-conveyor, transistor M2 should remain
in saturation-mode, limiting the maximum drain-voltage VB. For a maximum dynamic
range of the load-voltage VB the transconductance P2 should be as large as possible:

Choosing~ = 20 results in a rather large, but still reasonable sized transistor, as far as the
actual implementation (layout) is concerned. Now, a maximum drain-voltage of VB = 2.5V
is possible in the case 20 multipliers are connected.

Stability: To ensure the phase-margin of the conveyor is as large as possible, the small-signal
transconductance 9ml of transistor M1 should be much less than the small-signal transcon
ductance 9m2 of transistor M2. This is done by reducing the control-current I c , reducing
the transconductance PI and enlarging P2' Fortunately, the joint conductance of the par
allel connected multipliers 9A is very large, also increasing the phase-margin.

Summary: For the current-conveyor, the following applies:

• Input Voltage: VA = 3.5V.

• Maximum input current: IA,moz = 120pA.

• Maximum drain voltage: VB,moz =2.5V.

• Control Current: I c =3.6pA.
• Transistor sizings: .!!J. =16em and .!!.a = 96em.

L1 12pm L 2 4.Spm

The total circuit, consisting of two current-conveyors and 19 multipliers is shown in fig
ure 4.7. For each cell in the neighbourhood, there are two multipliers (for input and
output), leaving a single multiplier for the threshold. Using the two current conveyors, all
differential currents are now added, resulting in two currents h and la, the difference of
which contains the total cell input-information E A, .1/, +E B, . u, + I,.
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~/uJ V"",,,Il!

~lc

Figure 4.7: The total multiplier section of a single cell.

4.2.4 Simulations

For simulation of the current-conveyor, 20 single transistors of the 2T-multiplier were connected
in parallel to the current input of the current-conveyor, with all gates connected to ground,
resulting in a maximum current of 120JLA. A linear resistor of 20kn was connected to the drain
of the current-conveyor, resulting in a maximum drain-voltage VB of approximately 2.5V. The
common source of the multiplier-transistors was used as an input to control the input-current.
The voltage-characteristics of the current-conveyor are shown in figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: The voltage-characteristics of the current-conveyor.
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In this figure V(2), V(3) and V(4) represent the input-voltage VA, the drain-voltage VB and
the gate-voltage Vc respectively of the current conveyor in figure 4.5. The input-voltage VA
is almost constant throughout the entire current input-range. Closer examination learns that
the maximum variation in the input-voltage is less than 10mV. Although the drain-voltage Va
increases to approximately IV above the gate-voltage V4 Transistor M2 remains in saturation
as the threshold-voltage is increased by the, non-zero, source-bulk voltage.

Using operation-point information generated at the previous simulation, the equivalent small
si9nal circuit is used to evaluate the open-loop gain. The values for the specific elements are:

9ml = 11.31-' A/V 94.1 = 27.9p A/V
9m2 = O••• 2801-' A/V 94,2 = 347p A/V
9A = 1201-' A/V CA = 1.2 pF
9L = 501-' A/V CB = 1 pF
9/ = 43p A/V Cc = 50 fF
CAC = 250 fF CBC = 25 fF

The transfer-function for maximum transconductance 9m2 is shown in figures 4.9 and 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: The open-loop gain (magnitude) of the current-conveyor.
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Figure 4.10: The open-loop gain (phase) of the current-conveyor.

Looking at the bode-plot in figure 4.10 two poles and a single zero can be clearly recognized.
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As the secondary pole and zero are close together, both lying well above the unity-gain band
width, the phase-margin is very large. As a result the circuit will be stable, acting as a low-pass
filter with a single pole. Using the values for the different elements this dominant pole can be
calculated: P2 ~ 20kHz. This value can be verified by the bode-plot.

4.3 Conclusions
When implementing a multiplier for operation in two quadrants, a two-transistor multiplier
together with two current-conveyors can be used. In the case the outputs of many multipliers
have to be added for further processing, a very common feature for neural nets, the two conveyors
form only a marginal overhead on the total implementation area of the multipliers.

Using two small (W=4.8~m, L=27.2~m) PMOS transistors, large input- and output-ranges
(2V, 1V and 1.7~A respectively) can be obtained for the multiplier. Although the multiplier is
inherently linear, secondary effects lead to some distortions. One of the main effects, which leads
to the non-linearity in the bottom curves in figure 4.2 is the mobility-reduction due to surface
scattering at high gate-source voltages. However, this effect strongly depends on the model
and model-parameters used in the simulations. Comparing the relevant parameters (UCRIT,
UEXP) to parameters of similar processes shows that these values are somewhat exaggerated.
The amount of non-linearity as shown in figure 4.2 therefore becomes questionable and should
be verified by measurements.

Two current-conveyors are used to keep the drain-voltages of the multipliers at a constant
and equal level. The main distortions in this operation are due to the limited loop-gain and
the channel-length modulation effect. Using a very wide, and short (but not minimum-length)
transistor t!.,-Jse effects become very smail, and the ·leviation in input-voltage (or multiplier
drain-voltag}~) becomes less than 10mV for the total input-range of 120pA for each conveyor.
The difference in multiplier drain-voltages is even smaller, as the currents in both conveyors have
approximately the same bias, and can differ no more than 40~A. The main error in multiplier
drain-voltages will therefore be a result ofzero-bias threshold-voltage deviations in transistor M1
of the conveyor, forming an offset to the differential current. This offset depends on the gate
voltages of the multipliers, and therefore changes with the weights used.

The small-signal stability of the current-conveyor mainly depends on the output-impedance
of the input-current source and the transconductance of the two transistors. Stability can
be improved by a small output-resistance of the multipliers and a small ratio of transconduc
tances /3I!/32. As many multipliers are connected in parallel, giving a small output-resistance,
and transistor M1 has a small drain-current and a small transconductance compared to transis
tor M2, the conveyor is stable, having a phase-margin of more than 90°.

The total multiplier-section output consists of two currents, the difference of which con
tains the total cell-input information. The maximum current in each output-terminal is less
than 120~A, and the maximum difference in currents does not exceed 20·2~A = 40~A. The
voltage at each output-terminal should not exceed 2.5V to insure correct operation of the current
conveyor. Using a power supply of 5V and having a maximum multiplier current of lO~A, the
total power consumption of the multiplier section of a single cell is less than 1mW.



Chapter 5

Cell Core Design

To implement the cell-dynamics and the output-function of a CNN-cell, the so-called cell-core
has to be designed. In this part of the cell, the total cell-input E Ai 'Yi + E Bi •ui + Ii has
to be fed to a lossy integrator resulting in a state Zi, from which the output Yi is determined
using a non-linear function. The design of this cell-core does not depend on the choice of the
multiplier used, as both multipliers presented in 3.3 have (differential) output currents.

5.1 State Implementation
To implement the cell-dynamics, or degrading cell-memory, the total cell-input is fed to a lossy
integrator. As the input is a current, this integration can be easily done using a capacitor-resistor
pair, as is shown in the original implementation of Chua and Yang (see figure 2.4). As in this
case the input consists of two currents, the difference of which contains the actual cell input, a
slight modification is needed. This results in the differential equivalent of the capacitor-resistor
pair, as shown in figure 5.1.

c

Figure 5.1: Differential equivalent of a capacitor-resistor pair.

Using this circuit, the state is represented by the differential voltage V~ = VL - YR. The
dynamic equation for this sub-circuit is

(5.1)

This configuration brings along some problems, also present in the implementation of Chua and
Yang. The first problem is the dynamic range of the state-voltage V~, already explained in
chapter 2. If the template-elements are large, the unit state-voltage is very small, as the state-.
voltage should not be limited by the physical implementation. This results in poor accuracy
of the state-voltage, and thus of the output-voltage of the cell. In this specific configuration,
the maximum state-voltage V.,m_ is determined by the ranges of VL and YR. When using the
2T-multiplier, this voltage equals the maximum output voltage ofthe current-conveyor. Due to
the rather large bias which can be present in the multiplier-currents h and IR' the maximum
voltage-range ofthe state V~, and thus the unit state-voltage are reduced considerably (as the
resistors R are limited by these bias-currents). Implementation of the Full-Range principle by
limiting the state-voltage also becomes very difficult, as a differential voltage representation of
the state is used.

35
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Another problem is the transformation to the output-voltage~. The range of the output
voltage is, of course, identical to the input-range of the multipliers, as the output is connected
to the multipliers of all cells of a neighbourhood. The relation between the input of a multiplier
and the output-voltage of the cell (identical to a template-element), is determined by several
variables: the transconductance 213m· (Vw - Vw,re/) of the multiplier, the resistors R and the
amplification ANL of the non-linearity section. Obviously, this results in an indirect relation
between the the desired template-element T E (which can be Ai or Bi or Ii) and the multiplier
voltage needed to obtain this element

As this relation depends on several variables, it is more susceptable to distortions and inac
curacies, than would be case when a direct relation would exist between multiplier input and
cell-output. This direct relation can be obtained by using a multiplier in feedback configuration
to determine the state of the cell, a method also used by Nossek and Seiler [5] and modified by
Perfetti [7] for Full-Range purposes.

5.2 State Feedback Implementation

To determine the input of a certain system in general, a feedback loop can be used: the output
of a difference-amplifier is added to the original input, exactly compensating this original input.
The output of the amplifier will therefore be identical, but sign-reversed, to the input of the
system. In this specific case, the voltage-inputs of the system are connected to multipliers,
resulting in a total input-current ti.I. To compensate for this curxent, another multiplier can be
used, which is controlled by the output of a difference-amplifier, or op-amp. The output of the
op-amp should now equal the sum of inputs of the connected multipliers, having the opposite
sign. To correct this sign, the feedback-multiplier should be reversely connected. Although
the relation between the input ti.I and the state V. (output of the op-amp) is now direct, this
feedback configuration brings along some problems.

For correct operation, the range of the feedback-multiplier should equal the total range of
the cell-input ti.I = EAiYi +EBiUi + Ii. Using 19 multipliers for the input, the feedback
multiplier should consist of another 19 multipliers connected in parallel, effectively dividing the
cell-state V. by 19. To determine the output ~, an extra amplifier is needed. This problem
can be solv~d by changing the CNN into a Full-Range CNN, as shown by Perfetti [7]. Now, a
single multiplier in the feedback-loop is used, effectively limiting the state V., and making the
amplifier superfluous.

Another problem is the implementation of the dynamics. As mentioned, the feedback-loop is
merely used to determine the input ti.I, thereby not implementing the dynamics (or integration)
of the state V.. By connecting a capacitor in parallel with the feedback multiplier, the lossy
integrator is implemented, as the feedback multiplier acts as a conductance.

The main problem arises however, when using this method in a two-quadrant CNN. The
total input can, due to the template-elements, become both positive and negative. If a feedback
multiplier is used (with a certain weight), only one quadrant can be compensated. By adding
an negative offset, the input can be compensated in two quadrants. This offset can be created
by adding an extra multiplier using a:fixed input-voltage and opposite weight, compared to the
feedback multiplier.

Combining these requirements, a feedback configuration can be designed for the cell core,
implementing the basic dynamics of a Full-Range CNN. This cell core is shown in figure 5.2
for the implementation using the ,2T-multiplier. A similar circuit can be designed to be used
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with the differential stage multiplier by simply exchanging the multipliers, and leaving out the
current-conveyors.

Vou,--I------------'--<:

currentconveyors

(5.2)

Figure 5.2: Cell Core of a Full Range CNN.

For correct operation, the output of the op-amp You' should be limited or clipped to the
voltage-input range of the multiplier. For the 2T-multiplier this range is 3.5V to 4.5V. Using a
non-ideal op-amp with amplification A and a dominant time-constant rOA, the dynamic equation
for this sub-circuit, in non-clipped mode, can be derived (see Appendix C)

[
rOA] d(Vou' - VREF)c + AR' dt = -,8m(Vou' - VREF)('~ - V""re/) +h - IR

By writing h - I R as the sum of outputs of the multipliers, this equation can be rewritten as

[ C +rOA/AR ] • dVou' = -(you' _ VREF ) + E (V.,I - V.,re/) • (Vin,1 - V4) (5.3)
,8m(~ - V""re/) dt i (~- V.,re/)

From this dynamic equation, the following can be concluded:

1. In this configuration V~ =You' - VREF represents the state z of the cell, as this voltage is
proportional to the input l!..I (in steady state). The output of the cell is represented by
~ =You, - V4 , as this is the actual voltage that is multiplied in all connected multipliers,
including the feedback-multiplier. If VREF is chosen exactly in the middle of the output
range of VOUh VREF = 4V, the state z operates symmetrically in two quadrants, and the
output 'Y operates in a single quadrant. This voltage VREF is now identical to the reference
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voltage needed for edge-cells, as discussed in section 3.2. Important to note is that the ratio
between the state-voltage Vz and the output-voltage ~ is always unity in the non-clipped
region. With respect to the two-quadrant non-linearity function this implies: -; ::; :t ::; ;

and 0 ::; y ::; 1.

2. As the op-amp output-voltage Vou' is limited by ~,min =V" and V"mu the state of the
cell is also limited. This cell-core thus implements a Full-Range CNN.

3. The time-constant of the cell depends on the capacitors C, the gain-bandwidth product
of the op-amp GBOA = A/TOA, the resistors R and the transconductance ,8m('~ - V..,re/)
of the feedback-multipliers.

C+TOA/AR
Tee" = ,8 () (5.4)

m ~ - V.. ,re/

As the capacitors only increase the time-constant, and do not contribute to the essential
operation of this sub-circuit, the capacitors could be left out. However, small capacitors
will be necessary to store the initial state. If small enough, the time-constant of the cell
will mainly depend on the gain-bandwidth of the op-amp. Furthermore, the time-constant
depends on the weight-voltage of the feedback-multiplier (~ - V.. ,re/), which is used to
determine the template-elements. As a result, this voltage should be identical for every
cell in the net, as all cells need to have an equal time-constant.

4. The template-elements are determined by the ratio between the corresponding weight
voltage (V.. ,i - Vw,re/ ) and the feedback weight-voltage (~ - V..,re!). As the latter voltage
must be identical for £very cell, it can be regarded as a template-scaling input. This
voltage however does nl)t change the ratio between the state-voltage Vz and the output
voltage~. Finally, to ensure negative feedback the control-voltage ~ should be larger
than the weight-reference voltage: ~ > V..,re/.

5.3 Op-Amp Design

An important element in the circuit of the cell-core is the op-amp. For this op-amp a special
design has to be made, as the output should have a limited or clipped output-range. The main
part of the circuit will however consist of common amplifier circuitry, to which some general
requirements will apply. First, a common op-amp satisfying these requirements will be designed,
which will be modified afterwards to perform a clipping function.

5.3.1 Requirements

Apart from the usual requirements such as stability, low power consumption and a high gain
bandwidth product, this specific application requires some extra properties concerning input
and output-ranges, slew-rate and gain-bandwidth product.

Input-Range: As both inputs of the op-amp are connected to a resistor and the output of a
current-conveyor, the input-range is determined by the range of the voltages VL and VR •

As said earlier, the maximum of these voltages is limited by the current-conveyor and
equals 2.5V. The input-values of the op-amp thus lie between OV and 2.5V, and a PMOS
input-stage for the op-amp is required. This maximum input-value also determines the
value of resistor R. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the current through the current
conveyor does not exceed 120pA. The maximum value of the resistor therefore equals R =
20.8kn.
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(5.5)

Output-Range: The output-range of the op-amp is, as can be seen in figure 5.2, equal to
the input-range of the 2T-multiplier. The output thus lies between 3.5V and 4.5V and
should be clipped to these values. The output of the op-amp is not only connected to
the feedback-multiplier, but also to template-multipliers of all cells the neighbourhood,
resulting in a total of ten connected multipliers. If the output is high (4.5V) all multipliers
will drain approximately 8 to 10JlA, resulting in a total output-current of at most 100JlA.
If the output is low (3.5V) no current will flow through the multipliers, and the total
output-current will be zero. Using a PMOS inverter with current-source, the bias-current
in the output-stage of the op-amp could be small, as no current needs to be drained from
the multipliers.

Gain-Bandwidth: The gain-bandwidth product is defined by:

GB - AOA,DC
OA -

TOA

The time-constant of the cell will mainly depend on the gain-bandwidth product of the
op-amp. As this time-constant should be identical for each cell in the net, it should not
depend on parasitic elements, which could vary from cell to cell. If a so-called Miller
capacitance is used to ensure stability of the amplifier, the gain-bandwidth of the cell is
determined by this capacitor. As matching between capacitors mainly depends on sizing,
fluctuations in the gain-bandwidth are likely to be decreased.

The DC-gain of the op-amp should be large to minimize the steady-state errors in the
output of the cell. For a total error of less than 1% in the output, the total DC-loop-gain
should be more than 100. The total loop-gain LG of the sub-circuit equals

LGDC = AOA,DC· PmR(~ - V."re! )

Assuming that (~ - Vw,re/) > 0.1V, resulting in maximum template-elements of 10, the
DC-gain of the op-amp should be larger than 1000/RPm = 16.103

, or 84 dB.

Slew-Rate: The required slew-rate of the op-amp can be obtained from the differential cell
equation (5.2). As the total current h - fa can become relatively large compared to
feedback-term on the right-hand side of the equation, it will predominantly determine the
slew-rate. The maximum slew-rate is

SRmo. = Pm(~ - Vw,re! )(VOUf - VREF ) +h - faI
C +TOA/AR mo.

The total current h - fa equals the sum of difference-currents of 19 multipliers:

19

h - fa =E ·Pm(V."i - V., ,reI)(Vin,i - VIII)
1=1

(5.6)

Substituting this current, and substituting the maximum values for all differential voltages
and Vin,l - VIII, the maximum slew-rate needed for the op-amp can be determined:

SRm. ~ 0.81· GBOA V/s

This restriction will predominantly determine the maximum gain-bandwidth and corre
sponding slew-rate, as gain and slew-rate can be exchanged while maintaining stability
and input- and output-ranges. This trade-off will be treated in the next section.
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5.3.2 Design

To design an op-amp, three important steps have be taken. First, all the requirements for the
op-amp have to be determined. This has already been done in the previous section. Secondly, a
suitable topology or structure has to be chosen, depending on special requirements, e.g. input
range and output-load. Finally, all the circuit-elements (mainly transistors) have to be sized,
according to the required properties, to achieve an as large as possible gain-bandwidth product.

Structure

In chosing a suitable structure for the op-amp, properties such as output-load, gain and input
range play an important role. The first or input.stage of an op-amp, usually consists of a
differential pair with a certain load. The common-mode input-range of the op-amp equals, as
mentioned, OV to 2.5V. Therefore, a PMOS differential pair should be used, as NMOS transistors
would be cut off using such a low gate-voltage. As the gate-voltages of these transistors can
become as low as OV, and the transistors should remain in saturation for optimal operation,
a cascode load-circuit can be used (see [9]): Using two bias-currents, the signal currents are
mirrored to a PMOS current-mirror. Two cascode-transistors with fixed gate-voltages V::/I, keep
the drain-voltages of the differential pair transistors at a constant low voltage to ensure saturated
operation, and create a large loading impedance for the first stage. This circuit, comprising
transistors MO... M4 is shown in the figure 5.3.

Vout

Figure 5.3: A two-stage cascode op-amp with miller compensation.

The second stage of the op-amp could consist of an intermediate amplifier section, but might
also serve as the output-stage of the op-amp. In order to have high gain, an inverter-stage can
be used. As the input of the second stage is determined by a PMOS current-mirror, a PMOS
inverter using an NMOS current-source will be used. This circuit comprises transistors M5
and M6 in figure 5.3.

To ensure stability and fix the gain-bandwidth independently from parasitic influences, a
so-called Miller feedback capacitor is inserted between the source of the appropriate cascode-
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transistor and the output of the second stage. Usually, a miller-capacitor is connected between
the output of the second stage and the high-impedant output of the first stage, to create a
dominant pole. Although the capacitor is now connected to smaller impedance, the effective
capacitor is proportionally higher, as the gain from the source of the cascode to the output is
larger, thus creating the same dominant pole.

Properties

For the circuit shown in figure 5.3, the requirements stated in section 5.3.1 can be translated
into restrictions for the corresponding properties of the op-amp. From the total set of possible
solutions satisfying all constraints an optimal solution can then be chosen. In order to simplify
the design some assumptions concerning currents and transistor sizings will be made: transis
tors MI, M2 and M7 will be identical, and transistors MO and MS will also be identically sized.
This will result in equal drain-currents of transistors MO and M2.

The common-mode input-range of the op-amp is determined by the input-stage. For correct
operation, all transistors MO...M2 should remain in saturation. To keep transistors M1 into
saturation, the drain-voltage 1'r should be lower than the threshold-voltage \VT11:

(5.7)

(5.S)

To keep transistors M2 into saturation, the gate-voltage should be not too high, or put in another
way, sufficient current (Id2 = I) has to flow through transistors M2 while remaining in saturation
with a low drain-voltage 1'r:

f2i < V;V/i; - r

Finally, transistor MO should remain in saturation in order to retain the operation as a current
source. The drain-voltage, depending on the gate-voltages of transistors M1, is highest if these
gate-voltages are identical, both equal to the maximum input-voltage l'in.mGc.

(5.9)

As a considerable output-cufTent is needed, output-transistor M5 should be large enough to
be able to source this current without the output-voltage dropping below the maximum output
voltage Vout,mGc. Transistor M5 will be operating in linear mode when such a high current (and
output-voltage) is needed, and gate-voltage lr, will approximate 1'r:

resulting in

(5.10)

The slew-rate of the op-amp will mainly be determined by the charging and dis-charging of
parasitic and loading capacitances and the Miller capacitance eM. The latter capacitance will
predominantly determine the slew-rate, as parasitic capacitances will be relatively small and the
loading of the op-amp will be high (small impedance), thus reducing the effect of the loading
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(5.11)

capacitance. The slew-rate is now determined by the Miller-capacitor and the minimum current
possible flowing through the capacitor, which is either 1 or 146 •

SR
_ min(1,146)

otJ - C
M

To evaluate the small-si9nal behaviour of the op-amp, including stability and gain, an equiv
alent small-signal circuit has to be derived. As usual, this circuit consists of voltage-controlled
current-sources (VCCS) and impedances, and is shown in figure 5.4.

>---r-----1I--...,....r----r---...,....- Vout

Figure 5.4: Equivalent small signal circuit of figure 5.3

The VCCS of the first stage is formed by transistors M1, having a transconductance 9ml.
This results in a current

i1tJ =in = 9ml(V+ - v_)/2

for both VCCS. Due to the cascoce-configuration, transistors M2 appear to have no conductance,
and current-mirror M4 effectively forms the load-circuit for the left-hand VCCS of M1 (9ml).
The load therefore consists of the conductance 94.4 in parallel with the parasitic capacitance Cr
at output-node Vt of the first stage. The right-hand VCCS of M1 is connected to the same load
through the cascode VCCS of M3 (9m3), having a current equal to

Transistor M5, having a transconductance 9m5 forms the VCCS of the second stage, which is
loaded by the conductances 94.5 and 94.6 in parallel to the parasitic capacitance CII at the
output of the op-amp. The current resulting from the VCCS is

Finally, a Miller-capacitor CM is connected to the output of the second stage and the low
impedant source of the cascode-transistor M3. This configuration effectively creates a large
capacitive load Ap,o·CM for the first stage, in which Ap•o denotes the voltage-gain ofthe source vp

of the cascode-transistor to the output Vout of second stage. Together with the source-impedance
of the cascode-transistor this effective capacitance results in a dominant pole:

PI = 9m3 9ms9tla4(94.5 +94.6)
Ap,oCM = - 9mS9m5CM =

94.4(94.5 +94.6)

9m5CM
(5.12)

(5.13)

To determine the other poles and zeroes the total transfer-function should be determined. By
neglecting minor terms this transfer-function can be approximated by:

H(s) ~ -s2hfCMCr+S~CM +9m19ms9m5

sSCIICMCr +S29m3(CII +CM)Cr +S9mS9m5CM +9mS94.4(94.5 +9tla6)
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The sign-sequence in the polynomial of the numerator can only result from two real zeroes,
one in the left half (LHP) of the complex plane, and one in the right half plane (RHP). Although
the latter zero causes a negative phase-shift which can decrease the phase-margin, no compensa
tion through the use of a nulling-resistor (connected in series with the Miller-capacitor) is neces
sary, as the zero is very high, resulting from parasitic capacitances parallel to a low impedance
(a transconductance of a VCCS).

Apart from the dominant pole, a conjugated pair of poles is present in the LHP. Such a
conjugated pair can best be represented by it's real part, or actual (natural) frequency, and the
quality-factor Q

Re{P2,3} ~ _Jgm3gmS
GrCll

UmSGll GM

Um3Gr GM +GIl

(S.14)

(S.lS)

(5.16)

To establish a phase-margin of at least 600 and to ensure stability, the real part of the conjugated
pair of poles 1'2,3 has to be approximately three times higher than the gain-bandwidth product
of the op-amp. This results in a minimum value for the Miller-capacitor, as it determines the
gain-bandwidth.

G > 3 (GrCll )1/2
M _ Um1

gm3UmS

Furthermore, the quality-factor Q has to be sufficiently low to avoid a resonance-peak in the gain
of the op-amp, which can decrease the gain-margin dramatically. As the poles will be placed
near the unity-gain bandwidth, a small resonance-peak can increase the gain above unity again.
This can result in a gain > 0 dB for a phase-shift of 1800

•

Two other important aspects can also be easily derived from the transfer-function (S.13).
The DC-gain is found by substituting 8 = 0, and the result can be easily verified by looking at
figure 5.4.

A Um1gmS (5.17)
OA.DC = Ud.4(Ud.S +Uth6)

The gain-bandwidth product can now be calculated by multiplying the DC-gain and the domi
nant pole P1:

GB - Um1
OA -GM

(5.18)

Sizing

Using the requirements from section S.3.1 and the properties described in this section, a suitable
sizing for the elements of the op-amp can be made. Although no optimalization criterion can be
used to calculate all sizings ezactlll, some rough guidelines can be extracted from requirements
and properties, to achieve an as large as possible gain-bandwidth product while retaining a high
slew-rate.

1. For a large gain-bandwidth product and a large slew-rate, the Miller-capacitor should be
as small as possible. This can be achieved by

• decreasing the ratio Umd";Um3Um5

• and minimizing parasitic capacitances by using small transistors.

2. Decreasing the transconductance Um1 by decreasing Ph results in
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• an unchanged gain-bandwidth, as the Miller-capacitor CM can be smaller, propor
tional to gmh as is shown in (5.16),

• a larger slew-rate, as CM can be smaller,

• and a smaller common-mode input-range, when maintaining the same current I.

3. Increasing the current I results in

• a larger slew-rate,

• a larger gain-bandwidth, as gml is proportional to the square root of I,

• and a smaller common-mode input-range.

4. Increasing the transconductance gmS or increasing gm3 results in

• a higher gain-bandwidth product,

• and a higher slew-rate, as CM can be smaller.

As can be concluded from these guidelines, an important trade-off exists between the cur
rent I and the transconductance PI of transistors M1. To achieve the high ratio needed between
the gain-bandwidth and the slew-rate of the op-amp, the transconductance PI of transistors M1
should be small to allow for a relatively high current I, while retaining the required common
mode input-range. This, of course, reduces the gain-bandwidth product. Now, to reduce the
Miller-capacitance CM and increase the gain-bandwidth and slew-rate simultaneously, a large
transconductance Ps and a large cascode gm3 has to be chosen. As a result, the gain of the
second stage will be large, resulting in a effectively larger capacitive load for the first stage, thus
allowing a reduction of CM.

Summary

Now, using the requirements for the op-amp and following these guidelines, suitable sizings for
the transistors can chosen. The final element-values are shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Final element-values for the op-amp.

transistor Width (pm) Length (pm)
MO 24 4.8
M1 4.8 5.6
M2 12 12
M3 48 4.8
M4 24 12
M5 48 4.8
M6 24 12
M7 12 12
M8 24 4.8

Variable Value
CM O.4pF
I 10pA

'Vc:a, 2.0 V
Veld 5.0 V
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These transistor-sizings and element-values result in the following properties:

• The common-mode input-range: Vern ~ 3.5V.

• The slew-rate: S ROA l:::l 13 V / JlS.

• Power dissipation: POA ~ 350 JlW.

• Small-signal Gain: AOA ~ 85 dB.

• Gain-Bandwidth Product: GBOA l:::l 3.5 MHz.

• Phase-Margin: <POA ~ 600
•

5.3.3 Clipping

In order to establish the non-linearity of the Full Range cell, the state and the output of the
cell should be limited. As both variables depend on the output-voltage of the op-amp (see
section 5.2), limiting (or clipping) this voltage would create the desired non-linearity. For the
implementation of the clipping function three common methods exist:

1. Using an extra stage between the output of the op-amp and the input of the feedback
multiplier (=output of the cell). This extra stage could make use of the voltage-limiting
properties of diodes, as is shown in figure 5.5(a), or the current-limiting properties of a
differential stage, as depicted in figure 5.5(b).

R

t--~EJ Vou•

f---OS VREF

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Clipping of the output ofan op-amp using an extra stage.

Both solutions however suffer from some deficiencies. Using the first option, a unity-gain
follower with two diodes connected anti-parallel between the output and a virtual reference
node, the output-range cannot be controlled, but directly depends on the bandgap-voltage
of the diodes. The output-range of the latter option, using a differential stage, is in this
specific case determined by the current I and the resistors R

Villi - IR ~ Vou' ~ Villi - 2IR

but other methods might be used to convert the differential current into an output-voltage.
The main problem of this circuit however consists of the poorly defined input-range, which
depends on absolute accuracies of the current I and transistor-sizings.
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2. Connecting the two output-transistors M5 and M6 of the op-amp (see figure 5.3) to the
desired clipping voltages. In this way, the output-voltage is hard limited to the upper
clipping voltage Vhi =4.5V or the lower clipping voltage Vio = 3.5V. A major drawback of
this circuit is the output-current. Due to the loading of the output-stage by the connected
multipliers, a considerable voltage-drop will occur across the PMOS output-transistor M5,
depending on the loading-current. Moreover, as two extra voltages are needed in each cell,
extra connections and thus extra implementation area are required.

3. Reducing the amplification. The output of the op-amp is compared with the fixed reference
or clipping-voltages. If the output of the op-amp exceeds these boundaries, the amplifi
cation is reduced. This reduction can be achieved by, for example, reducing the current
of a differential input-stage. However, this method can only be used for both boundaries
if the output-bias-voltage, Le. the output-voltage with zero amplification, lies within the
desired operating range. Usually, this will not be the case, and this method can only be
used for a single boundary. However, when using this method for an op-amp in a feedback
configuration, stability problems will occur when the output is near a clipping-voltage. In
this case the clipping-circuitry will start to take effect on the behaviour of the op-amp. As
a result, two feedback mechanisms will be present having opposite operations, creating a
potentially instable circuit which is difficult to analyse.

Although no complete solution for the implementation of the non-linearity can be derived
from these methods, a partial solution for limiting the output-voltage of the op-amp to the lower
boundary is designed, based on the hard voltage-limiters of the second method and the specific
requirements of the configuration in which the op-amp is used.

As the desired ouput-range of the op-amp is equal to the input-range of the multipliers, the
voltage limitation used for these multipliers, i.e. the current-conveyor, could also be used for
the output-stage of the op-amp. If the source of the lower output-transistor M6 of the op-amp
is connected to the fixed voltage of the conveyor, an internal voltage-source is created. This
modification in the output-stage of the op-amp is shown in figure 5.6. In order to be able to use
this circuit some requirements/properties apply:

• As the threshold-voltage of transistor M6' is increased due to the bulk-effect, the transistor
will only operate in linear region when the output-voltage is near the clipping voltage, in
case the gate is connected to the supply-voltage Vdd• In order to establish the desired
bias-current in saturated operation, transistor M6' has to be resized.

• For correct operation of the current-conveyor, a minimum bias current has to flow through
transistor Mc2, to maintain the loop-gain within the conveyor (see section 4.2.2).

• If the output-voltage is low, i.e. clipped to the fixed conveyor-voltage, transistor M5 is
cut-off and no current will be able to flow through this transistor. Due to the necessary
bias-current for the conveyor, the operation of transistor M6' might be reversed if current
would be drained from the output of the op-amp, resulting in an output-voltage beneath the
clipping-voltage. However, the only elements connected to the op-amp are the multipliers
of the neighbourhood-cells. In case the input-voltage of the multipliers is equal to their
drain-voltage (the output of the op-amp is clipped to the conveyor-voltage), no currents
will be drained from the output of the op-amp.
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Vou'

M6'n-----I

J---....--<lIMc1

-+0

16i1u Mc21D-----I

Figure 5.6: A modified op-amp output-stage, creating a minimum output-voltage.

5.3.4 Conclusions

In the design of the standard op-amp many requirements, e.g. common-mode input-range,
output-range and slew-rate were given by the application, most of which could be easily met.
The requirement for the ratio between slew-rate and gain-bandwidth however brings along some
serious problems. In the design of the op-amp an inherent trade-off between increase of the
gain-bandwidth and an increase of the slew-rate is present. Trying to achieve both a high gain
bandwidth and high slew-rate can easily result in stability-problems or a considerable decrease
in common-mode input-range. As a result, the requirement for the slew-rate could not be
met. However, this slew-rate required is a worst-case situation, rarely present in a cell, with
all connected multipliers having maximum output. Furthermore, this slew-rate does not change
the operation of the cell, but is merely slowing down the cell slightly. Usually, this decrease in
response does not change the total operation of the net.

For correct Full Range operation, the output of the op-amp should be clipped to the specified
operating range, as both state and output of the cell depend on the output-voltage. Although
several 'common' methods are presented no complete solution for this problem has been found.
A partial solution, clipping the output-voltage to a lower boundary (determined by a current
conveyor), has however been presented.

5.4 Resistor Design

Apart from the op-amp, the cell-core consists of two multipliers and two resistors. As the
multipliers are already discussed in the previous chapter, only the resistors are left to be designed.
Although a resistor could easily be made by a linear transistor or even implemented using the
bulk-resistance, the design is complicated by strict requirements, e.g. high linearity and small
matching errors.
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5.4.1 Requirements

The first, and most important requirement concerning the implementation of the resistors is
the matching between the two resistors in a single cell. Due to high bias-current which can be
present in the input-currents h and I R , a small deviation in resistor-value leads to an offset in
the output of the cell-core, which is proportional to this bias-current. The accuracy in matching
required can be calculated using the following example.

The currents flowing through resistors RL and RR are I L and I R respectively. The values of
the resistors and currents are

in which 111 represents the signal current which has to be detected. The feedback-loop, consisting
of the op-amp and multipliers, will add a current 111/6 to IR to cancel the difference in input
voltages VL and VR of the op-amp. Assuming ideal operation of both op-amp and multipliers of
the feedback-loop, the voltages VL and VR across the resistors in steady state will be identical,
and the amount of feedback-current can be calculated:

(5.19)

Apart from the scaling of the input-current by a ratio 1+I1R/R, an offset depending on the bias
current 16 (of 19 multipliers) is added to the output 111/6 of the feedback-loop. Due to the fact
that this bias-current can be considerably higher tb.an the maximum difference-current I1lma:t:

(of a single multiplier) which has to be detected, a large error can occur. In order to be able
to detect this difference-current, the maximum offset due to the mismatch should be at least
smaller than I1lma:t:. As a result, the mismatch between the resistors should not exceed

I1R I1lma:t: 1 sot-R<r ~.70
.l6.ma:t:

(5.20)

and should preferable be even a small fraction of this value. This, of course, is a very strict
requirement which simply can't be satisfied by using plain resistors or transistors.

The second requirement involving the implementation is the linearity of of the resistors. As
the time-constant of the cell depends on the value of the resistor (see (5.4», and the current
through the resistors might vary considerably due to the bias-currents, good linearity of the
resistors is required.

5.4.2 Design

In order to obtain such a high matching accuracy, special techniques have to be used, as plain
bulk-resistors and transistors have considerable variance in parameters even if special layout
techniques are used. An example of a special technique is the so-called dynamic element switch
ing. When using this method to match, for example, two transistors, the two elements are
inter-changed at a high frequency using switches. For low frequencies, the effective element for
both connections equals the average of the two continuously swapped elements. As the switches
have to be operated at a much higher frequency than the bandwidth of the system, this tech
nique is not very applicable for CNNs. Another drawback of this technique is the effect of
clock-feedthrough on the signals during operation. Therefore another technique will be used to
match the two resistors.
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When using a transistor in linear mode, non-linearities are small if the drain-source voltage
is small compared to gate-source voltage:

(5.21)

The resistance dVtJ./dltJ between drain and source of the transistor now depends on the transcon
ductance {3, the threshold-voltage VT , and the gate-source voltage lr,•. In order to match two
transistors the gate-source voltage can now be used to cancel all deviations in device-parameters.
To do so, the difference in resistance has to be measured, and the correct gate-source voltages
have to be stored separately for each cell. This dynamic element matching can be done using
an op-amp, which is already present in the cell-core, and two switching transistors, as is shown
in figure 5.7.

Vout ---..---<.
t----......----I VR

't-----t V
L

MR~F
T+ </>1

Figure 5.7: Dynamic matching of two resistors.

To match transistors ML and MR, equal currents are sourced into the drains of both tran
sistors. Closing the two switches (</>1 is low) establishes a feedback-loop which adjusts the
gate-voltage of ML to cancel the difference between VL and VR, thus matching the drain-source
resistances of transistors ML and MR. The necessary gate-voltages are stored on small capacitors
and the switches can be opened. The main errors when using this method are caused by

• The offset-voltage of the op-amp used. This causes a difference in resistance, proportional
to the inverse of the bias-current I. used. Therefore, a large bias-current should be used.

• The charge-injection on the storage capacitors by the switching transistors. When turning
off the switch-transistors, charge stored in on the gate-source and gate-drain capacitance
is injected on the storage capacitors, thus increasing the gate-voltages and reducing the re
sistances. By choosing minimum sized switch-transistors, the charge-injection can be min
imized. Moreover, as the gate-drain and gate-source voltages for both switch-transistors
will be almost identical, the charge-injection on both storage capacitors will be approxi
mately the same.

• Signal-feedthrough on the storage capacitors. As transistors ML and MR operate in lin
ear mode, the gate-drain capacitance is equal to half the total gate capacitance. This
capacitance results in a signal-feedthrough from the drain-voltages VL and VR, depending
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on the ratio between the storage- and gate-drain capacitance. By choosing small transis
tors ML and MR, this signal-feedthrough can be minimized. Moreover, signal-feedthrough
will be approximately identical for both transistors in case the drain-voltages are close
together. Due to the feedback present while the total circuit is operative, these voltages
will be identical if the output of the cell-core is not saturated. In saturated operation, this
signal-feedthrough does not influence the total operation of the cell.

• Current-leakage. As' the drain- (or source-) bulk diode in the switch-transistors are re
verse biased, a constant leakage-current will flow through the storage-capacitors, increasing
the gate voltages. As both switch-transistors will have approximately the same current
leakage, only a small variation in gate-voltages will start to arise. Moreover, the relaxation
of the CNN will have ended before any significant change in matching can occur.

5.4.3 Sizing

Using the configuration for the resistors as presented in the previous section, the resistance
transistors ML and MR, and the switch-transistors can be sized. For the latter transistors
minimum sizes should be taken to reduce clock-feedthrough, as the voltage-drop across the
drain and source of the transistor will very small due to the low gate-voltage, regardless the
transconductance of the transistor. To reduce signal-feedthrough, the gate-drain capacitance
of transistors ML and MR should be decreased. As the transistors operate in linear mode,
this capacitance depends on the total gate-area. Hence, these transistors should also be small.
The maximum allowed ratio between width and length can be calculated by substituting the
gate-voltage VREF ~ 4V, the Ill:'..ximum current h,R ~ 120pA and the maximum allowed
drain-voltage VL,R = 2.5V in the transistor equation. The final transistor-sizings are shown in
table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Final transistor-sizes for the resistor.

transistor Width (pm) Length (pm)
ML 4.8 6.4
MR 4.8 6.4

Mswitch 2.4 2.4

5.4.4 Conclusions

The resistors present in the circuit for the cell-core need to be matched with high accuracy.
Usual implementations using special layout-techniques are not sufficient to obtain the required
matching. Therefore, a dynamic matching technique is needed to equal the drain-source resis
tances of two transistors in linear mode. Using a symmetrical design, many errors, e.g. clock
and signal-feedthrough are reduced considerably. For the implementation of this matching tech
nique, little extra circuitry is needed. The op-amp used for matching is already present and
correctly connected to the linear transistors. The current sources needed, can be created by
using the parallel connected multipliers with all gates connected to V•.reb resulting in template
elements equal to zero, and the inputs connected to VREF. Also, no extra reference voltage is
needed, as the multiplier reference-voltage VREF = 4V is sufficient to keep the transistors in
linear mode (because drain-voltages will not exceed 2.5V). As a result, only two switches are
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needed to perform the dynamic matching. And, as will be explained in the next chapter, no
extra initialization-time for the network is needed.

5.5 Simulations

In order to verify the basic operation, two simulations of the cell-core will be carried out. The
DC characteristics will be verified using a single multiplier connected to the differential current
input of the cell-core. By changing the gate-voltage ~ of the feedback-multiplier different
slopes of the transfer-function can be achieved as can be concluded from (5.3). To verify the
basic dynamic property, Le. time-constant, of the cell, a transient analysis will be carried out, by
again connecting a multiplier to the differential input of the cell-core to analyse the step-response
of the cell.

As no complete circuitry was designed to implement the desired clipping function, an ideal
circuit element (voltage controlled voltage source) with unity gain and limited output-range was
used. Finally, a value for the capacitors present in the cell-core has to be chosen, as this value
depends on requirements for the initial-state storage which will be treated in the next chapter.
As differential storage is used, these requirements will be small, and small capacitors can be
chosen. As a result, the gain-bandwidth of the op-amp will determine the time-constant of the
cell, and the effect of the capacitors on the dynamic behaviour will be small. For the simulations
in this section a value of C = 0.1 pF will be chosen. The results of the simulations are shown
in figure 5.8 (DC characteristics) and figure 5.9 (step-response).
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Figure 5.8: DC Transfer-Characteristics of the cell-core for different voltages ~.

Due to the non-linearity of the feedback-multiplier, as explained in section 4.3 the DC
transfer-characteristic also exhibits non-linear behaviour. As a result, the slope of the non
linearity will be lower than expected. Another important inaccuracy of the implemention is the
constant offset voltage present in the input of the cell-core. As this offset will be the result
of a non-symmetrical configuration in the cell-core circuit, it is most likely to be caused by
the output-stage of the op-amp (including the current-mirror M4). Results of experiments to
examine this offset have confirmed this assumption.
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Figure 5.9: Step-response of the cell-core for different voltages ~'

To be able to verify the results of the step-response-simulation as shown in figure 5.9 the
expected time-constants should be determined. The cell time-constant is determined by

C+TOA/AR
Tee" = R ( )

11m ~ - VIII,rel

as was derived in section 5.2. By substiting the values for the different parameters, the cell time
constant can be determined for different values of the gate-voltage ~ of the feedback-multiplier.
Together with results of the simulation, these values are shown in table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Calculated and simulated cell time-constants.

~ (V) theoretical (ps) simulated (ps)
1.2 14.7 9.9
1.4 7.4 4.6
1.6 4.9 3.4
1.8 3.7 2.6
2.0 3.0 2.1

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter a cell-core has been presented for the implementation of a two-quadrant full
range CNN. The cell-core consists of an op-amp controlling a feedback-multiplier to cancel the
difference in input-currents, which are led through two resistors (connected to the inputs of the
op-amp). The dynamics or memory-function of the cell can be implemented by two capacitors
or by making use of the gain-bandwidth of the op-amp. To reduce implementation-area, and to
obtain a minimum time-constant of the cell, the capacitors could be left out. However, these
capacitors will be required to store the initial state as will be shown in the next chapter. The
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full-range properties are implemented by limiting the output-range of the op-amp, thus limiting
both state and output of the cell, represented by

State:
Output:

V~ = Vou• - VREF

~ = Vou• - Vel

Although some methods to limit the output-range of the op-amp are presented, a complete
solution for clipping the output-voltage was not found. A partial solution for limiting the output
voltage to a lower bound, based on the voltage-stability properties of the current-conveyor (as
presented in the previous chapter) and the specific configuration of the op-amp, is however
presented. In order to perform simulations and verify the operation of the total cell-core, an
ideal circuit element (voltage controlled voltage source) with unity gain and limited output-range
is inserted between the output of the op-amp and the output of the cell.

As the input-currents fed through the resistors can contain large bias-currents added to the
actual differential signal-current, severe matching-requirements hold for the implementation of
the resistors. As layout-techniques for matching will not be sufficient to obtain the desired
accuracy, a special dynamic matching technique will be used. During an initialization, identical
currents are sourced into two transistors in linear mode. Using the op-amp already present
in each cell and two minimum sized transistors acting as switches, the impedances of both
transistors are matched by adjusting one of the gate-voltages. Due to a symmetrical design,
many errors, e.g. clock-feedthrough and signal-feedthrough, will be greatly reduced.

One of the major advantages of this implementation is the direct relation between (a) input
voltages of the multipliers connected and (b) the output-voltage, resulting from the feedback
configuration using the same multipliers. The template-elements will now simply be represented
by the ratio of two voltages, and errors will, as opposed to the implementation of Chua and Yang
presented in the beginning of this chapter, merely depend on matching between two identical
elements. A template-element is represented by

T E
i

= Vw,i - Vw,rel

~ - Vw,rel

A minor drawback resulting from this direct relation is the dependence of the time-constant of
the cell on the template scaling-voltage ~ - Vw,rel

C+TOA/AR
Tee" = ( )13m ~ - V""rel

As this voltage is identical to each cell in the net, it does not influence the operation of the net,
but merely changes the operating-speed. In order to make full use of the dynamic-range of the
multipliers, ~ - Vw,rel should be chosen as large as possible, and is therefore determined by the
maximum template-element in a template-set. The operating speed therefore depends on the
template-set. Although the cell-core contains an op-amp with clipping-circuitry, two multipliers
and four capacitors, the total implementation area will approximately equal the implementation
area of the 19 multipliers as

• the capacitors merely function as storage-elements, which can be small due to differential
storage and the high operating speed of the net, and

• the number of transistors used will be considerably less than the total number of multiplier
(including conveyor-) transistors (42), which compensates for the fact that some transistors
will be larger.



Chapter 6

Cell and Network Control

In this chapter additional circuitry will be presented, required for correct operation of the net
work and to control the data-How to and from the network. In order to load the initial state
and to apply the input to every individual cell, all inputs Ui should be available. Similarly,
all outputs Iii should be available to read out the results of the relaxation of the network. In
case of small CNNs (typ. up to 40 cells), this will not result in major problems concerning the
packaging of the CNN-chip. However, in large CNNs some sort of cell-addressing, e.g. column
or row-addressing needs to be used for the data-transfer to and from the cells. This causes need
for three additional circuits: (1) circuits for the actual cell-addressing, (2) circuits to locally
store the input-value for each cell and (3) a circuit to break the feedback-loop in each cell to
retain the initial state while applying the input Ui to each cell, as mentioned in section 3.1.

6.1 Operation Procedure

In order to operate a complete CNN four main tasks have to be performed. First, the network
has to be initialized, i.e. an initial state Zi(O) has to be applied to each cell, which can be
done using an initalizing template-set as described in section 3.1. This template-set might be
applied externally, but can also be created using switches, as only template-elements of one
and zero will be used. These values can be created by connecting the template-scaling input to
~ = 2.0V (ensuring maximum template values equal to one), connecting a weight-voltage to
the reference-voltage VV/ =VV/,re/ to create a 'zero' or connecting it to ground to create a 'one'.
As the template-set is space-invariant, only 2x19 switches are needed to apply the initialization
template-set internally (19), and to apply the operation template-set afterwards (19).

Secondly, the input Ui for each cell has to be applied to the local storage circuit, while
retaining the initial state in each cell. This storage circuit needs to be able to retain the stored
value during the the total period of initialization, relaxation and output read-out of the total
network, without significant change (loss). More-over, as this storage-circuit is connected to
nine multipliers (of the total neighbourhood), it should be able to supply considerable current,
again without significant change in the stored value.

The third main task consists of simply applying the correct operation template-set, and
starting the relaxation of the network by restoring the broken feedback in each cell.

Finally, the output of all cells needs to be read. As the local positive feedback (created by
the correct template-set) retains the output after the network has reached the final state (the
relaxation has ended), no extra storage circuits are needed. However, the read-out time for the
total network is bounded by change of the input-values on the local storage circuits. A large
change in these input-values might cause a cell to change it's state again, restarting the total
relaxation process, resulting in erroneous behaviour of the network. Using these main tasks the
total operation procedure can now determined:

1. The initial state of each cell has to be applied to the local input-storage circuit. During
this period the two resistors (implemented by linear transistors) have to be matched. As
equal currents need to be fed to the two transistors, the weights of all multipliers should
be set to zero, requiring two extra switches for the weights Bi,i and I, as other weights
already have the necessary switches to create zero weight for the initalization template-set.
Although not necessary, the input of all cells could be connected to a constant voltage,

55
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e.g. VREF to create a sufficiently large current through the resistors, requiring two extra
switches per cell (one to connect to the storage circuit, and one to connect to the constant
voltage). As these currents through the resistors will not depend on the applied voltage
on the storage-circuit, the matching of the resistors will be improved.

2. The initialization template-set has to be applied to the cells (either externally or inter
nally), the inputs of the multipliers should be connected to the storage-circuit, and the
relaxation of the cells to apply the initial state can be started.

3. To retain the initial state in each cell, the feedback-loop should be broken, which will be
discussed in the next section. Now the input-values Ui have to be applied to the local
storage-circuit in each cell.

4. As the network has now been completely set-up for operation, the correct operation
template-set can be applied and the relaxation can be started by restoring the feedback
loop in each cell.

5. After the network has reached it's final state1, the outputs of the cells can be read.

6.2 Feedback control
To retain the initial state during the following set-up procedures as described in the previous
section, the feedback loop should be broken to avoid an exponential decay of the initial state
(as result of the RC pair). As the state is represented by the output of an op-amp Vout - VREF,

capacitors should be used to store this initial state, as shown in figure 5.2. Due to the limitations
on the magnitude of the initial state Iz(O)1 (see section 2.4) the output of the op-amp is not
saturated and the inputs VL and VB will be identical. Hence the state will be stored on the two
capacitors, retaining a voltage Vout - VB and VL respectively. In order to retain these voltages,
no current should be able to flow through both capacitors. As a result, the inputs of the op-amp
and the two resistors should be separated by switches, as shown in figure 6.1.

Errors in the true initial state, Le. the state-value at the exact moment the template-set
becomes operational, are similar to the ones when using the switches for matching the two
resistors (see section 5.4.2):

• current-leakage through the reverse-biased bulk-source diodes.

• Clock-feedthrough due to charge-injection.

Because of the symmetrical design these errors will be small and will have no effect on the total
behaviour of the cell. However, to determine the exact influence on the initial state, simulations
and measurements should be carried out.

6.3 Input Storage

In order to apply an input to each cell, this input has to be stored locally in case a large network
is used and not all inputs are available at package-pins directly. As the inputs are connected
to the multipliers of all (nine) cells of the neighbourhood, some extra circuitry is needed to
to supply the input-currents when storing a value on a capacitor. As these currents are large,
the output-impedance should be low to reduce the resulting voltage-drop. This low impedance

lthe total relaxation time depends on the used template-set (template-scaling input and the signal propagating
properties of the specific operation).
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currentconveyors
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Figure 6.1: The complete cell-core with control-switches.
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can be achieved by using a negative feedback to compensate for this voltage drop. A simple
solution to this problem, including all control-switches is shown in figure 6.2. In this circuit the
input-voltage is stored on Gin and a differential stage with unity-gain feedback is used to supply
the necessary input-current without a significant voltage-drop. '

Vdd CJ----,---...,

Figure 6.2: Storage circuit (with control-switches) having low output-impedance.
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Switch SWI is controlled by the cell-addressing circuitry and is used to store the input-value.
Switch SW2 creates the desired feedback, and connects the storage-circuit with the multipliers
for operation. Finally switch SW3 is used to connect the input-multipliers to a :fixed reference
voltage VREF to create the desired currents for the dynamic resistor matching. When designing
this circuit, several aspects have to be taken into account:

• The input- and output-voltage range equals 3.5V ~ l'in.u ~ 4.5V.

• The maximum required output-current equals I u ~ lOOIlA.

• In order to reduce the effects of current-leakage through capacitor Cin, this capacitor should
be reasonably large, and the transistors of switch SWI should be as small as possible.

• In order to reduce the effects of clock-feedthrough on capacitor Cin, a well designed CMOS
switch or a dummy transistor should be used for switch SWI to minimize the charge
injection.

• Although the transistor of switch SW3 operate in linear mode, they should be large (wide)
enough to allow the necessary input-currents without creating a significant voltage-drop.

6.4 Cell Addressing
Because the number of pins on a chip-package e.g. DIL (dual-in-line) or PGA (pin-grid-array) is
limited, not all inputs and outputs of a reasonably (over 40 cells) sized CNN can be connected
directly, some sort of cell-addressing needs to be used. Although individual addressing of each
cell is possible, this unnecessarily hampers the design and increases the total processing time.
As the cells are organized on a (square) grid, column- or row-addressing might be used. In this
way, the number of pins required can be reduced considerably. As the address-decoding has to
be done only once per column or row, the circuits required result in only a marginal overhead in
implementation area of the complete CNN. The total number of pins (NOP) of a square CNN
with R rows and columns can be calculated. Besides the pins required for the supply-voltage (2)
and the template-set (19) extra pins are required for reference-voltages (2) and the template
scaling input (1). For each row the input and output of a cell has to be connected, resulting
in 2R pins. Finally, r log Rl pins are required to address all columns2 and three pins (4)h 4>2
and ~) are necessary to control the data-:O.ow in the network. This results in the total number
of pins required:

NOP = 2R+ PlogRl +27

6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter additional circuitry has been presented for cell and network control. Most
circuitry is needed due to the limited number of pins available on a chip-package. Apart from
the circuit for local storage of the input, in which a feedback-loop is used to reduce the voltage
drop (resulting from the input-current of nine multipliers), sevens switches are needed in a cell
to completely control a cell. Finally, 21 switches are needed to create the required initialization
template-set internally. Although the basic circuits have been presented, the actual design and
simulations still have to be carried out to determine accuracy and chip area required.

2 r2log R1means the nearest integer number higher than 2 log R. As a result, all columns can be addressed
using this number of pins for a binary address.

3Dynamic resistor matching: three switches, feedback-control: two switches and input-control/cell-selection:
two switches.
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Total Cell Circuit

In this chapter, the total cell circuit will be described and it's main features, e.g. area, power
consumption and speed highlighted. Also a simulation will be presented of the Connected
Component Detection template-set.

7.1 Description
The total cell circuit can be constructed by combining the multiplier-section (figure 4.7), the cell
core (figure 6.1) and the input-storage circuit (figure 6.2). The switches to control the template
elements are deliberately left out, as they need to be implemented only once in a complete CNN
and aren't therefore part of any cell. The total cell circuit is shown in appendix D. The basic
elements of the cell, e.g. multiplier, current-conveyor, storage-circuit and the cell-core are clearly
recognizable. For this total cell circuit, some main features can be determined, which are shown
in table 7.1.1 2 3

Tabl .1'
feature
# of transistors1

active area (approx.)2
# cells/mm2 (est.)3
power consumption (max.)
time-constant (min.)

mW
IJS

7.2 Template Transformation

Based on the cell-core structure and the defined input- and output ranges, the template-sets to
be used for this 2-quadrant CNN can be calculated (or transformed) from the original template
sets for 4-quadrant CNNs. In section 5.2 the input- and output ranges for this CNN were
derived:

_1 < :to < 1
2 - ,- 2

05Yi$1

Substituting these boundaries into (2.18) the new template-set to be used to achieve the same
operation can be calculated:

Anew = Aold
Bnew = Bold (7.1)

1
[new = 2(Iold - L: Aold,i,l +Bold,i,l)

leN..(i)

lTot.al number or tr&JlSist.ors in a cell, when an op-amp without clipping circuitry is used.
2This approximation is based on area needed for each t.r&JlSistor (including t.r&JlSist.or-spacing and t.wo cont.act.

holes): (L + 19.4)(W +5) IJm2 and does not. include wiring.
3This est.imation is based on t.he assumption t.hat. t.he wiring needed in a cell will occupy approximat.ely t.he

same area as t.he tr&JlSist.ors in a cell.
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7.3 Example: CCD

In order to verify the total operation of the designed cell, a small network will be simulated. As
the Connected Component Detection template-set, as introduced in section 2.4.2, operates in a
single direction, allowing a small network, nine cells connected in line will be used. Moreover,
this template-set allows an excellent examination of the propagation-effects in a CNN. The setup
of this simulation is shown in figure 7.1.

o 1 7 8 9 o

Figure 7.1: A small CNN for CCD simulation.

Apart from the connections of the inner cells with left and right neighbours, an important
aspect of this set-up is the connection to a bias-value for the two edge-cells. As opposed to other
templates the multipliers belonging to the non-existing neighbours are present and connected to
a bias-value. For the specific operation of CCD, the remaining inputs of the edge-cells should be
connected to the minimum output-value Ymin =0 (or 3.5V). The transient simulation (hspice
file in appendix E) shown in figure 7.2 now consists of three steps:

1. Matching the two resistors (O-lOps).

2. Initializing the cells using the init~alization-template(1O-20ps).

3. Relaxation of the network (20-60ps).

Figure 7.2: 1ransient simulation of a nine-cen CNN with CCD-template.
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By examining the outputs of the cells at different time-instances and representing them by
binary signs as introduced in section 2.4.2 the operation of the CCD can be clarified, as can be
seen in figure 7.3.

time Cell
(ps) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
20.0 • • • • •
23.5 • • • •
27.0 • • • •
30.5 • • • •
35.0 • • •
39.5 • • • •
47.0 • • •

Figure 7.3: Binary representation of the outputs of the CCD-CNN.

Apart from the obvious propagation-effects creating the global processing-capabilities, some
other properties can be derived from this simulation. As the maximum template-value equals
two, the time-constant of the cells should be approximately 2x2.1 J.'S, as the template-scaling
input changes this time-constant. This value is verified by figure 7.2. Another property already
mentioned with simulations of the cell-core in section 5.5, is the error in the cell-core due to
non-linearity of the feedback-multipliers. This error causes the initial-state values at the end
of the initialization-period (t=20 ps) to deviate up to 30% from the actual input-values (3.5V
and 4.5V). In case of the CCD-template-set this does not influence the operation, but might
create problems when using template-sets more sensitive to distortions.



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

In this report a design is presented for an analogue programmable Cellular Neural Network
(CNN). Based on the original idea of Chua and Yang [1] a Full-Range implementation (see [2])
of a Linear-Cloning-Template CNN on a square grid has been made. An important new feature
of this design is the use of 2-quadrant multipliers and positive valued inputs and outputs for the
implementation of the variable template-elements. As a result, the total implementation area
can be reduced significantly.

For the implementation of the 2-quadrant multiplication, the so-called two-transistor multi
plier is used, consisting of two transistors in linear mode, having a common source and identical
drain-voltages. The output of the multiplier consists of the difference between the two drain
currents. However, the two-transistor multiplier has a major drawback. As the outputs of
several multipliers have to be added in a CNN-cell, the differential outputs of the multipliers
can be connected together. However, due to a large bias present in each output of a multiplier,
the difference between the two summed currents can be considerably smaller than the total bias.
This results in poor accuracy and severe requirements on other circuit-elements.

Another important aspect of the design is the implementation of the degrading memory
(lossy integrator) and non-linearity of the cell. This so-called cell-core is implemented using
an op-amp with limited output-range and a multiplier in a feedback-configuration. Using two
resistors, the differential input-current is measured and a compensating differential current is
added using the feedback-multiplier. As the differential input current equals the sum of outputs
of identical multipliers, a direct relation between an input-voltage and the output-voltage of a
cell (identical to a template-element) is created. A template-element now solely depends on the
ratio between two voltages, and is therefore easily determined.

The cell time-constant resulting from this cell-core depends on the unity-gain bandwidth of
the op-amp, additional capacitors (only needed for storage of the initial state) and the feedback
loop gain. Although the gain-bandwidth of an op-amp can be high, strict requirements for the
slew-rate of the op-amp limit this frequency. However the main limitation of the cell time
constant is the result of the feedback-loop gain. This gain, consisting of the trans-conductance
of the feedback-multiplier and the resistors, is small due to the limited value of the latter
elements. This is the result of the large bias currents present in the output of the parallel
connected multipliers (19 in each cell). Another aspect of this gain is the dependence on the
trans-conductance of the feedback-multiplier. As this trans-conductance is also used to scale
the template-elements, the cell time-constant depends on the template-set used. This however
does not influence the operation of the net but merely changes the speed at which it operates,
as the scaling-input will be identical for each cell in the net.

Although most of the cell-circuitry has been designed, some problems still need to be solved.
The main problem consists of creating a limited output-range for the op-amp. Although some
possibilities have been presented, a complete solution has not been found. Another problem is
the design of the cell-control circuitry. Although the basic circuits have been designed, the exact
sizing of elements and necessary simulations still have to be done.
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Recommendations
Based on findings, resulting from designing a Cellular Neural Network, the following recommen
dations can be made:

1. Although a reduction in implementation area can be achieved by adding currents of the
multipliers differentially, it can result poor accuracy and limitations for other elements due
to the bias present in these currents. Therefore these bias-currents should be reduced, or
a multiplier with single ended output should be used (by substracting differential currents
individually). The latter solution will require more transistors, but will also reduce the
number of intercell-connections.

2. As no exact accuracy-requirements are known for the implementation of a CNN, an inves
tigation to accuracy-analysis and/or learning capabilities of CNNs might be considered.

3. The input-current needed for the two-transistor multipliers constitutes a major problem
for the implementation of the op-amp. The large output-current needed for the op-amp
not only requires large transistors, it also inhibits the implementation of the non-linearity
by clipping to the supply-voltage. Therefore, other multipliers might be (re-)considered.

4. In order to examine the basic properties of CNNs, an implementation of a (not nec
essarily analogue) programmable CNN could be made, with each cell having only four
neighbours (North, East, South and West), resulting in a considerably improved accu
racy. This could also be achieved in the currently designed CNN by using two weight
reference-voltages Vtu,re/l allowing to completely disable (cut off) the diagonal neighbours.
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Appendix A

Transformation of the saturation function

E Bi,iui + Ii
iENr(i)

E Ai,i!li +
iENr(i)

=

In order to compare the cell dynamics of the 2-Quadrant CNN, as described in section 2.4, with
the general saturation function to the dynamics of the original cell, a transformation is used
to 'restore' the original saturation function. In order to make the equations clearer, the time
index (t) is omitted.

dZi

dt

with

!Ii = b - a {1_2_Zi c + d + ll-I-2-Zi _ C + d _ II} + a + b
4 d-c d-c d-c c-d 2

The following transformations are now used to restore the original saturation function:

{

Zi = d;cZ~+~.,. _ "-Cl.~ +!±!
~,- 2 lJi 2

U· - !:.!U' + !±!,- 2 i 2

Note that the relation between !Ii and zi is defined by the original saturation function Chua and
Yang specified. These transformations result in

d {~zi +~} = _ d - cz~ _ c+d
dt 2' 2

+ E Ai,i [b ~ a {Iz~ + ll-lz~ _ 11} + a ~ b]
iENr(i)

+ E Bi,i [b - a u~ + a + b] + Ii

iENr(i) 2 2

Multiplying both sides with d~c gives:

d{zi+~}
=

dt
-Z~ _ (c+ d)

, d-c

"'" (b - a) 1 "'" (b - a)+ LJ - A.,i· - {Iz~ +ll-lz~ - III + LJ - A.,i
iENr(i) d - c 2 iENr(i) d - c

"'" (b - a) "'" (b - a) 2+ LJ d-c Bi,iu~ + LJ d-c Bi,i + d_cIi
iENr(i) iENr(i)

in which the saturation function can be replaced by Y;:

d{z~ +ill}• d-c
=dt
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Appendix B

Cmos Level-2 Parameters

Table B.1: Transistor parameters of the CMOS process at IMEC.

parameter symbol NMOS PMOS unit
Model selector LEVEL 2 2
Channel length modulation LAMBDA· 0.046 0.027 l/V
Oxide thickness TOX 42.5.10-9 42.5.10-9 m
Threshold voltage VTO 0.85 -0.85 V
Bulk surface doping NSUB 1.16.1015 9.3.1015 cm-3

Carrier mobility UO 620 210 cm2/V·s
Fast surface state density NFS 2.64.1011 1.36.1011 cm-2
Mobility critical field UCRIT 5.2.104 9.4.104 V/cm
Critical field exponent UEXP 0.104 0.286
J unction depth XJ 0.3.10-6 0.05.10-6 m
Narrow width factor DELTA 1.43 1.93
Diffusion sheet resistance RSH 165 350 Ohm/sq
Saturation current JS 1.10-3 1.10-3 A/m2

Lateral length diffusion LD 0 0.25.10-6 m
Lateral width diffusion WD 0.1.10-6 0.2.10-6 m
length reduction (etching) DELL 0 0 m
width reduction (etching) DELW 0 0 m
Gate source overlap capacitance CGSO 0.8.10-10 2.8.10-10 F/m
Gate drain overlap capacitance CGDO 0.8.10-10 2.8.10-10 F/m
Bulk bottom capacitance CJ 0.9.10-4 3.2.10-4 F/m2

Bulk sidewall capacitance CJSW 3.3.10-10 4.0.10-4 F/m
bottom grading coefficient MJ 0.5 0.5
sidewall grading coefficient MJSW 0.33 0.33
bottom potential PB 0.8 0.8 V
capacitance coefficient FC 0.5 0.5
flicker noise coefficient KF 1.10-28 3.0.10-30

flicker noise exponent AF 1 1

• The channel length modulation or early-effect depends on the length of the transistor. The
values given are those for transistors with a length of 3 p.m. To calculate the lambda for different
transistor-lengths the following formula applies:

3u -2 *LD +j)ELL
LAMBDA = LAMBDAL=3pm· L _ 2 *LD + DELL

For every transistor with a different length, a different model should be specified. However,
when using HSPICE, automatic selection is possible using sub-models and model-selection cri
teria. Sub-models are created by using a single model name "XXX" with different extensions,
each starting with a period, e.g. ".sub1" and ".L30mu". The model-selection criteria added
to each separate sub-model description are minimum and maximum length (LMIN and LMAX
respectively) and/or minimum and maximum width (WMIN and WMAX respectively).
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For the design of capacitances and resistances the following parameters are given.

Table B.2: General parameters of the CMOS process at IMEC.

Capacitance unit
poly-1 to poly-2 0.505 fF/p.m2

poly-1 to metal-2 0.048 fF/p.m2

Resistance unit
Poly-1 17.7 Ohm/sq
Poly-2 18.2 Ohm/sq
P-diffusion 37.4 Ohm/sq
N-diffusion 28.7 Ohm/sq
N-well 2.2.103 Ohm/sq



Appendix C

Cell Core Dynamics

To implement the cell-dynamics and the output-function of a CNN-cell, the so-called cell-core
has to be designed. In this part of the cell, the total cell-input E Ai '1/i + E B i • tei + Ii has
to be fed to a lossy integrator resulting in a state Zit from which the output 1/i is determined
using a non-linear function. The cell-core for a Full-Range implementation of a CNN using the
2T-multiplier is shown in figure C.l.

V~

Vou...--JI......---------..I-<

currentconveyors

(C.1)

Figure C.l: A cell-core for a Full-Range CNN using 2T-multipliers.

Using a non-ideal op-amp with amplification A and a dominant time-constant TOA the out
put Voue of the op-amp equals

{
A. (VL - VII) - TOA~ not clipped

Voue = tiC )
VSAT£o,HI clipped (High or Low

The input-voltages of the op-amp are determined by the currents h and Ill, the currents of the
feedback-multipliers and the currents of the capacitors C1 =C2 = C, all :8.owing through the
resistors R. The currents in the capacitors are

I CI = C·
d(Voue - VII)

(C.2)
dt

I C2 = C. dVL (C.3)
dt
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74 APPENDIX C. CELL CORE DYNAMICS

not clipped:
Substituting all currents into (C.l) for the not-clipped situation results in

(C.4)

Substituting VL using (C.l) and working out this equation results in the following second-order
differential equation:

Using the general form of a second-order differential equation with two time-constants

tPz dz
Tl T2 dt2 + (Tl +T2) dt +1 = constant

and assuming that 2· 13m . (~ - Vw,re/) . R <: 1 (which can be verified afterwards) shows that
the dynamics of the cell-core is governed by two time-constants

(C.6)

(C.7)

As there is a dominating time-constant Tl ::> T2 equation (C.S) can be D.pproximated by the
first-order differential equation

(C.S)

Finally, writing h - I R as the sum of outputs of the multipliers, this equation can be rewritten
as

[ G +TOA/AR ] • dVou• =-(You. _ VREF) + E (Vw,i - Vw,re/) • (~n,i - VII) (C.g)
f3m(V.. - Vw,re/) dt i (~- Vw,re/)

clipped:

As the output is now clipped, a change in the input-currents h and I R will not be cancelled
anymore, and will lead to a change in the op-amp input-voltage VL - VR. Again, writing out all
currents, the following dynamic equation can be obtained:

[
dVL d(VSAT - VREF)]

VL - VR = R h - IR - f3m(VSAT - VREF)(~ - Vw,re/) - Gift - G . dt (C.lO)

Re-arranging this equation results in

(C.ll)



Appendix D

Total Cell Circuit

In figure D.l the total cell circuit is depicted. The different parts, e.g. storage circuit, multipliers,
cell-core and current-conveyors are clearly recognizable.

V~~ G----r--.....,

Vi"

T lei" I•• 1 t

-r -=-

V....

-1-_"""-_-'" I '- '1'- --1 VII

Figure D.l: Total Cell Circuit.
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Hspice Listing CCD-test

CCD test
•include J alltyp.lldl J

•
••• OP1HP
• in+ in- out vdd
.SUBCKT OP1MP 3 2 12 1
.dgsb
M1a 6 2 4 4 P V=4.BU L=6.6U 15=3ge-12 iD=3ge-12 P5=26.6U PD=26.6U
M1b 6 3 4 4 P V=4.BU L=6.6U 1S=3ge-12 iD=3ge-12 PS=26.6U PD=26.6U
MO 4 14 1 1 P V=24U L=4.BU 1S=172.8e-12 iD=172.8e-12 PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
M2a 6 13 0 0 1 V=12U L=12U 1S=B6.4e-12 iD=B6.4e-12 P5=3B.4U PD=38.4U
M2b 6 13 0 0 1 V=12U L=12U 1S=B6.4e-12 iD=B6.4e-12 PS=38.4U PD=3B.4U
M3a B 7 6 0 1 V=4BU L=4.BU 1S=346.6e-12 iD=346.6e-12 PS=110.4U PD=110.4U
M3b 9 7 6 0 1 V=48U L=4.8U AS=346.6e-12 iD=346.6e-12 PS=110.4U PD=110.4U
M4a 8 B 1 1 P V=24U L=12U 1S=172.8e-12 iD=172.8e-12 PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
M4b 9 8 1 1 P V=24U L=12U 1S=172.8e-12 iD=172.8e-12 PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
M6 12 9 1 1 P V=48U L=4.8U 15=346.6e-12 iD=346.6e-12 PS=110.4U PD=110.4U
M6 12 13 0 0 1 V=24U L=12U 1S=172.8e-12 iD=172.8e-12 PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
CM 12 6 O.4p
M7a 14 13 0 0 1 V=12U L=12U 15=86.4e-12 iD=86.4e-12 P5=38.4U PD=38.4U
MBa 14 14 1 1 P V=24U L=4.8U 1S=172.8e-12 iD=172.8e-12 PS=62.4U PD=62.4U
MI 13 13 0 0 1 V=12U L=12U 1S=86.4e-12 iD=86.4e-12 PS=38.4U PD=38.4U
ILOAD 1 13 DC 10U
Yeas 7 0 DC 2.00
.EIDS topiHP
•
•
••• CLIPPIIG UlIT

• in out
.SUBCKT CLIP 2 3
Eelip 3 0 VCVS 2 0 1 MAI=4.6 MII=3.6
•BIDS tCLIP

•
•
••• CURREIT COIVEYOa
• in out vdd
.SUBCKT CC 2 3 1
Mee1 4 2 1 1 P V=16U L=12U 1S=116.2e-12 iD=116.2e-12 PS=46.4U PD=46.4U
Mee2 3 4 2 1 P V=96U L=4.8U 1S=691.2e-12 iD=691.2e-12 PS=206.4U PD=206.4U
MeeI 4 6 0 0 1 V=12U L=16U 1S=86.4e-12 iD=86.4e-12 PS=38.4U PD=38.4U
Meeb 6 6 0 0 1 V=12U L=16U 1S=86.4e-12 iD=86.4e-12 PS=38.4U PD=38.4U
Icc 1 6 DC 3.6U
.EIDS tcc
•
•
••• KULTIPLIER
• in outl outr vv vvref
.SUBCKT KUL 4 6 6 2 3
11 6 2 4 1 P V=4.8U L=27.2U 15=39.04e-12 iD=39.04e-12 PS=26.6u PD=26.6u
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M2 6 3 4 1 P V=4.8U L=27.2U IS=39.04e-12 !D=39.04e-12 PS=26.6u PD=26.6u
.EIDS $ HULTIPLIER

*
**** RESISTOR.
* in vref clock
.SUBCKT RES 2 4 99
HL 2 44 0 0 I V=4.8U L=6.4U IS=3ge-12 !D=3ge-12 PS=26.6U PD=26.6U
MSL 44 99 4 1 P V=2.4U L=2.4U IS=3ge-12 !D=3ge-12 PS=26.6U PD=26.6U
CL 44 0 0.1pF
.EIDS $RESISTOR.

*
**** COMPLETE CELL
* vz ul vul U 1nl ur vur yl vyl Y vy yr vyr vdd clock vref vvr vi vvi
.SUBCKT cel 4 21 22 17 18 26 26 23 24 16 20 27 28 1 99 3 2 29 30
101 11 12 1S 1 OPIHP
ICLIP 16 16 CLIP
IB.L 11 16 99 RES
IB.B. 12 3 99 RES
ICCL 13 11 1 CC
ICCR 14 12 1 CC
IFB 16 13 14 4 2 HUL
IOF 3 13 14 2 4 HUL
CL 11 00.1pF
CR 12 16 0.1pF

*
IU 17 13 14 18 2 HUL
IY 16 13 14 20 2 HUL
IUL 21 13 14 22 2 HUL
IYL 23 13 14 24 2 HUL
IUB. 26 13 14 26 2 HUL
IYR 27 13 14 28 2 HUL
II 29 13 14 30 2 HUL
.ElDS $CEL

*
****************
* AlALYSIS: *
****************
Vdd 1 0 DC 6.00
Vvref 2 0 DC 1.00
vref 3 0 DC 4.00
vz 4 0 PVL (0 1 10u 1 10.1u 1.8 20u 1.8 20.01u 1.40 60u 1.40)
Vclock 6 0 PVL (0 6 2u 6 2.01u 0 4u 0 4.01u 6 60u 6)
vi 6 0 DC 4.6
vrand 200 0 DC 3.6
vu1 11 0 DC 3.6
vu2 21 0 DC 4.6
vu3 31 0 DC 4.6
vu4 41 0 DC 3.6
vu6 61 0 DC 4.6
vu6 61 0 DC 4.6
vu7 71 0 DC 3.6
vu8 81 0 DC 4.6
vu9 91 0 DC 3.6



vA 100 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 1 20u 1 20.01u 0.0 60u 0.0)
vB 101 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 0.0 20u 0.0 20.01u 1 60u 1 )
vAL 102 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 1 20u 1 20.01u 0.6 60u 0.6)
vBL 103 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 1 20u 1 20.01u 1 60u 1 )
vAR 104 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 1 20u 1 20.01u 1.6 60u 1.6)
VBR 106 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 1 20u 1 20.01u 1 60u 1 )
VwI 106 0 PVL (0 1 lOu 1 10.01u 1.60 20u 1.60 20.01u 1.4 60u 1.4)

•
• vz ul vu1 U 1n1 ur wur y1 wy1 Y wy yr wyr vdd clock vref vwr vi vw
11 4 200 103 11 101 21 106 200 102 12 100 22 104 1 6 a 2 6 106 CEL
12 4 11 loa 21 101 31 106 12 102 22 100 32 104 1 6 a 2 6 106 CEL
13 4 21 103 31 101 41 106 22 102 32 100 42 104 1 6 a 2 6 106 CEL
14 4 31 103 41 101 61 106 32 102 42 100 62 104 1 6 3 2 6 106 CEL
16 4 41 103 61 101 61 106 42 102 62 100 62 104 1 6 3 2 6 106 CEL
16 4 61 103 61 101 71 106 62 102 62 100 72 104 1 6 a 2 6 106 CEL
17 4 61 103 71 101 81 106 62 102 72 100 82 104 1 6 a 2 6 106 CEL
18 4 71 103 81 101 91 106 72 102 82 100 92 104 1 6 3 2 6 106 CEL
19 4 81 103 91 101 200 105 82 102 92 100 200 104 1 6 a 2 6 106 CEL
••••••••••••••••
.TRAI lOOn 100u Ou
••••••••••••••••
.option post
.options list vnto1=le-12 absto1=le-12 chgto1=le-16 nomod
+ re1to1=le-4 dcon=l absmos=le-12 relmos=le-4 pivot=13
+ gmin=le-16 gmindc=le-16 pivto1=le-16 it11=260 it12=260
.EID
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